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Abstract

Using frequency-domain methods, sparse matrix techniques and advanced numerical algo¬
rithms a new computer program MATSTAB has been developed to predict the core sta¬

bility characteristics of a boiling water nuclear reactor. The code uses the same thermal-

hydraulic model as the transient code RAMONA-3B and the same neutronic model as the

online steady-state core simulator POLCA. This includes three-dimensional neutronics and

an individual representation of each fuel assembly (no lumping).

The very large set of equations is linearized and leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem
which is solved iteratively using a combination of Newton's method and sub-space decom¬

position. The tailor-made algorithm calculates the first few dominating eigenvalues (decay

ratios) and their left and right eigenvectors. MATSTAB not only predicts global, but also

regional oscillations. A comparison between the decay ratios of the two oscillation types

allows to judge which mode will occur.

Using MATSTAB and the interface to the online steady-state core simulator POLCA, it is

possible to predict the stability of the reactor core in its present state. A calculation with full

spatial resolution (all fuel assemblies, 25 axial nodes) is performed within a few minutes on

a standard personal computer.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors may not only be used to calculate the decay ratio and oscil¬

lation frequency, but also to analyze the stability behavior of the coupled neutronic/thermal-

hydraulic system. A new method is introduced which allows to calculate and display the con¬

tribution to (in)stability of any part of the reactor model (fuel assembly, neutronics, thermal-

hydraulics, riser, pumps, etc.). It is also possible to display the contribution to (in)stability
of any physical quantity (power-density distribution, void, pumps etc.). This allows to enter

a new territory and possibly to gain new insights into the mechanisms behind instabilities.

This new method is not yet explored in depth, but some simple judgments were already used

to optimize the core design and control rod sequence with respect to stability during start up

procedures in Forsmark.

The results of the code have been successfully validated against numerous stability measure¬

ments from the Forsmark, Oskarshamn (both in Sweden) and Leibstadt (Switzerland) plants.
The predictions show good agreement with the measured data for all global oscillations in

all the plants. The regional oscillations in Cycle seven of Leibstadt were clearly predicted by

MATSTAB, but the specific values for the decay ratios were underestimated in a systematic

way.
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Zusammenfassung

Um die Kernstabilität eines Siedewasserreaktors vorherzusagen, wurde unter Einbezug von

Frequenz-Raum-Methoden, schwach besetzten Matrizen und fortgeschrittenen numerischen

Algorithmen das Computer Programm MATSTAB entwickelt. Das Programm benutzt die

gleichen thermodynamischen Modelle wie das Transienten-Programm RAMONA-3B und

das gleiche Neutronik-Modell wie der Online-Kernsimulator POLCA. Dies beinhaltet eine

dreidimensionale Neutronik und eine explizite Modellierung jedes Brennelementes (keine

Gruppenbildung).

Das sehr grosse Gleichungssystem wird linearisiert und führt zu einem verallgemein¬
erten Eigenwertproblem, das unter Verwendung der Newton-Methode und der Zerlegung
in Unterräume iterative gelöst wird. Der eigens entwickelte Algorithmus berechnet die do¬

minierenden Eigenwerte und deren zugeordnete linke und rechte Eigenvektoren. Dadurch ist

MATSTAB in der Lage, nicht nur die globalen, sondern auch die regionalen Schwingungen

vorherzusagen. Ein Vergleich der Dämpfungskonstanten (DR) der beiden Schwingungstypen
erlaubt es zudem abzuschätzen welcher Schwingungstyp auftreten wird.

Verwendet man das in MATSTAB eingebaute Interface zum Online-Kernsimulator POLCA,

kann man die aktuelle Kernstabilität berechnen. Ein Rechenlauf mit voller räumlicher

Auflösung (alle Brennelemente, 25 axiale Knoten) dauert auf einem Standard Personal-

Computer nur wenige Minuten.

Die Eigenwerte und Eigenvektoren dienen nicht nur zur Berechnung der Dämpfungskon¬
stanten und der Frequenz der Schwingungen, sondern können auch zur Analyse des

Stabilitätsverhaltens des gekoppelten Schwingungssystems (Thermohydraulik/Neutronik)

herangezogen werden. Eine neue Methode wird eingeführt, die es erlaubt, den Beitrag
von jedem Modellteil (Brennelement, Neutronik, Thermohydraulik, Pumpen usw.) zur

(In)stabilität abzuschätzen und grafisch darzustellen. Es ist zusätzlich möglich, den Beitrag
einzelner physikalischer Grössen (Leistungsdichte, Dampfblasen Anteil, Brennstofftem¬

peratur usw.) zur (In)stabilität zu berechnen. Dadurch wird ein neues Forschungsfeld er¬

schlossen, das möglicherweise zu neuen Erkenntnissen über den Mechanismus hinter den

Instabilitäten führt. Die neuen Methoden sind derzeit noch nicht in voller Tiefe umgesetzt,

aber erste einfache Ansätze wurden angewandt. Die Resultate sind in Forsmark eingesetzt

worden, um die Kernbeladung und die Kontrollstab-Sequenz während des Anfahrens zu op¬

timieren.
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Die Resultate von MATSTAB wurden erfolgreich anhand zahlreicher Messungen in Fors¬

mark, Oskarsham (beide Schweden) und Leibstadt (Schweiz) überprüft. Die Vorhersagen

zeigten in allen Kernkraftwerken gute Übereinstimmung, mit den gemessenen Daten für

globale Schwingungen. Die regionalen Schwingungen, die im siebten Zyklus in Leibstadt

aufgetreten sind, wurden qualitativ zwar eindeutig vorhergesagt, quantitativ jedoch auf sys¬

tematische Art und Weise unterschätzt.
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2 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

In 2000, 438 Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) produced 2'468 TWh of electric power, covering
16% of the worldwide and 42% of the West European electricity consumption. Even though

many different reactor designs exist, 80% of all reactors are of two basic types. The pressur¬

ized water reactors (PWRs) are leading in numbers with 258 operating plants, followed by
the boiling water reactors (BWRs) with 90 plants in operation. Naturally, both designs have

their advantages and disadvantages.

The local power generation in the core of a nuclear reactor is directly related to the neutron

flux, which itself is a function of the reactivity. In BWRs, the reactivity depends strongly
on the core void fraction. Thus when a void fraction oscillation is established in a BWR,

the power oscillates according to the neutronic feedback. This feedback mechanism which

is shown in Figure 1.1 in a simplified manner (see also Figure 3.1 on page 24 in Chapter
3 for full detail) may under certain conditions lead to poorly damped or even limit-cycle

power oscillations. Their frequency lies around 0.5 Hz (about twice the transport time of the

coolant through the core). Amplitudes from nearly 0% to more than 100% in power have

been observed. The oscillations are mostly global, i.e. "in-phase".

Void Reactivity
Neutronics

Power

Core Thermal

Hydraulics

Fuel Temperature Fuel Dynamics
and Heat Transfer

Figure 1.1: Simplified Neutronic/Thermal-Hydraulic Feedback System in a BWR

Higher mode power oscillations are also possible; these divide the core into two regions

oscillating in opposite directions at constant overall power. These regional oscillations are

cumbersome for the operators since their detection is not directly possible with standard

instruments that display only core-average data. Even more complex modes of instability
have also been observed.

In addition to the regional oscillations, also local oscillations are possible. Under certain con¬

ditions it is possible, that one or a few fuel channels are oscillating independent of the core.

The two phase flow inside a channel allows density wave oscillations without the presence of

a neutronic feedback ([8] and many others). This effect may dominate the neutronic/thermal-

hydraulic feedback loop in rare occasions. For example, in 1997 a badly seated fuel assembly
caused local oscillations in Forsmark [4].

During the early years of BWR technology, there was considerable concern about the pos¬

sible effect of coupled neutronic/thermal-hydraulic instabilities. However, after various in
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depth experiments and analyses, it became clear that BWRs could be designed such that

instabilities would not occur under normal operating conditions.

In addition, the BWR stability issue is no major industry safety problem from a technical

point of view. Given appropriate instrumentation, power oscillations are easy to detect and

there exist simple, as well as effective, counter measures. A scram will normally solve the

problem, even though other less drastic measures will normally suffice. Furthermore, normal

operating points in power and core flow tend to be very stable. Stability problems may only
arise during start up or during transients which significantly shift the operating point towards

low core flow and high power. Therefore, the operating instructions for BWRs contain clear

rules on how to avoid operating points (regions) that may produce power-void oscillations.

Figure 1.2 shows a power-flow map for the Leibstadt NPP. The lower right side of the plot
marks the allowed operating region, the gray regime may only be entered if special measures

are taken and finally, the black regime is forbidden due to stability concerns.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Core Flow (%)

Figure 1.2: Instability Region in the Power-Flow Map

The numerous modifications in "reactor size", reactor power, fuel design, power density,

discharge burnup and loading strategies changed the core stability behavior of the BWR

reactor to a significant extent. In comparison to the situation in the seventies, the region of

the power-flow map which has to be avoided grew to a respectable size. Several plants, e.g.

Caorso and La Salle (see Table 1.1), accidentally entered the less stable region and actually

experienced power-void oscillations.

Since, for economic reasons, the trend towards smaller-diameter fuel rods and different load¬

ing strategies will persist, the stability problem has to be taken care of. It is, therefore, im¬

portant to understand the underlying mechanism of power-void instability as thoroughly as

possible, as well as to be able to detect and predict power oscillations with the aim to sup-
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Date Plant Country,
Manufact.

Event

(as described by the operator)
30.06.82 Caorso IT,AMN Core instability during plant start up

01.10.83 Caorso IT,AMN Core instability during special tests

17.10.84 S. Maria de Garona ES, GE Power oscillations during operation
23.02.87 TVO 1 Fe, ABB Power oscillations during plant start up

09.03.88 La Salle 2 US,GE Core instability with scram caused

by neutron flux oscillation

29.10.88 Vermont Yankee US,GE Power oscillations

26.10.89 Ringhals 1 SE, GE Instability during power ascent

after refueling
08.01.89 Oskarshamn SE, ABB Power oscillations

29.01.91 Cofrentes ES, GE Power oscillations due to inadvertent

entry in the reactor power-core flow

map instability zone "B"

03.07.91 Isar 1 DE, KWU Scram due to power oscillations

15.08.92 WNP US,GE Power oscillations

09.07.93 Perry US,GE Entry into a region of core instability
17.07.96 Forsmark 1 SE, ABB Local oscillations due to a bad seated

fuel assembly
08.02.98 Oskarshamn 3 SE, ABB Power oscillations due to a bad

combination of core design and

control-rod pattern during start up

25.02.99 Oskarshamn 2 SE, ABB Power oscillations after a turbine

trip with pump runback

Table 1.1: Events with Core Instabilities

press them, or at least to mitigate them, should they occur. The instability events mentioned

in Table 1.1 and the open questions led to numerous new investigations and reports and

fostered the development of more sophisticated computational tools.

1.2 Previous Work

Over the past several years, many mathematical models and computer codes have been de¬

veloped, and tests have been carried out, to investigate density-wave and power-void insta¬

bilities in BWRs. In the theoretical work done so far, stability analyses have usually been

carried out by evaluating the decay ratios and oscillation frequencies and studying the effect

of certain parameters on BWR core stability. Numerical simulations have been done to study
the time evolution of certain phase variables. The results of some of these stability analyses
and numerical simulations have been compared with test results or data collected from ac¬

tual BWR instability incidents, and the overall agreement has been reasonably good. This
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overall good agreement between the computational and mathematical analyses, and the ex¬

perimental tests and the actual operational BWR incidents, has led to a better understanding
of the instability phenomenon.

1.2.1 Selected Papers

The broad literature on BWR-stability covers a wide range of subjects. Reviews of most

aspects of nuclear coupled stability may be found in [22], [57], [67].

Apart from some very interesting but limited approaches addressing the issue from an an¬

alytical point of view, e.g. the analysis of March-Leuba [54], most investigations involve

measurements and/or extensive numerical simulations. Hence, a wide variety of codes (see
Table 1.2) have been developed to predict and/or analyze the BWR-stability phenomena.

March-Leuba et al. [54] developed a phenomenological model to simulate the "qualitative"
behavior ofBWRs. They also developed a detailed nodalized (numerically discretized) phys¬
ical model to simulate the dynamic behavior of the Vermont Yankee BWR over a broad op¬

erating range by varying the power and flow [55]. Their analysis led to the conclusion that

for a wide range of oscillation amplitudes, no significant effect on the integrity of the fuel is

expected. However, in order to keep their model simple, they assumed that the coolant en¬

ters the core at saturation enthalpy (not as sub-cooled liquid), i.e. that the boiling boundary

always is at the bottom of the core channels.

Belblidia et al. [5] adopted a nodal approach to describe the neutron kinetics of a BWR

core. They subdivide the core into radial zones and develop nodal kinetics equations by in¬

troducing inter-nodal coupling. Using this model they showed that the point kinetics model

representation ofBWR neutron kinetics yields conservative results, but that for better assess¬

ment ofBWR core stability, radial coupling effects should be included. However, Karve [39]

showed, that the point kinetics model representation may yield dramatically nonconserva-

tive results by failing to capture the important effect of the first harmonic mode, which may

lead to regional power oscillations in a BWR. Only a three-dimensional neutronic model or

a modal kinetic representation will predict those oscillations.

Peng et al. [78] developed a linear frequency-domain computer code NUFREQ-NP for BWR

stability analysis under conditions of either forced or natural circulation. That code is based

on a one-dimensional drift flux model for the two-phase flow, a simplified 3-D neutronic

model and takes into account sub-cooled boiling, arbitrary nonuniform axial and radial

power shapes, distributed local losses, detailed fuel assembly dynamics, and system pres¬

sure perturbation. The results were compared with experimental data from Peach Bottom-2

stability tests and showed good agreement.

Bergdahl et al. [7] conducted a series of noise measurements at Forsmark-1 and 2 to inves¬

tigate the oscillations at low-flow/high-power operating conditions during reactor start-up.

The LPRM signals in the measurements on Forsmark-1 indicated that these oscillations,

which occurred at 0.5 Hz, were generally in phase throughout the core. However, the os¬

cillations varied in strength in different radial positions of the core. Furthermore, the upper
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LPRM signals were influenced by the lower ones in the same probe due to void transport

upwards in the core. They also noted that the decay ratio (DR) ranged above 0.7, instead of

the value of 0.6 predicted by a large computer code.

Valtonen [106] validated the RAMONA-3B three-dimensional BWR transient analysis code,

and the TRAB one-dimensional BWR transient analysis code, using data from an oscillation

incident that occurred at the TVOI BWR. It was shown, that both regional and global oscil¬

lations are possible in BWRs operating in the low-flow/high-power region of the power-flow

map. Sensitivities to the inlet orifice of the core, the fuel gap conductance, the axial power

distribution and the fuel type were studied. It was shown that decreasing the fuel gas gap

conductance, which leads to increasing the time constant of the fuel heat transfer, has a

destabilizing effect.

Rizwan-Uddin and Doming [102] studied the effects of unheated riser sections that are added

to enhance natural circulation in the next generation of BWRs. They found that, for a fixed

flow rate, the addition of the riser sections makes the system less stable. They also showed

that the feedback recirculation loop plays an important role in reactor stability, and if omitted

from the model, can lead to nonconservative conclusions.

Wulff et al. [115] simulated the instability that occurred at the LaSalle-2 power plant (and
several other BWR transients), using the Brookhaven National Laboratory Engineering Plant

Analyzer (EPA) in order to determine the causes that led to the observed magnitudes of

power, flow and temperature oscillations. They found it to be a powerful tool for scoping
calculations and for supporting accident management. Although very valuable in many con¬

texts, production codes such as EPA are not very useful for thorough stability analyses or

extensive parameter studies in general, because of their complexity and long computer run¬

ning times.

To study the mechanisms for regional instability, March-Leuba and Blakeman [57] devel¬

oped a model by modifying the LAPUR code. They studied the effect of the first harmonic

neutron kinetics mode on the regional instability. They showed that it has a very important
influence on this instability and that because of its effect, there is a region in the power-flow

map where an regional instability mode is likely, even though the core-wide mode is stable.

Munoz-Cobo et al. [65] extended the phenomenological model developed by March-Leuba

[57] to study both global and regional instability. They replaced the point kinetics equations
in [57] by modal kinetics equations which they developed based on À-modes. Using this

model, they showed that global oscillations only appear when the first harmonic mode does

not have enough thermal-hydraulic feedback to overcome the eigenvalue separation. Further,

they showed that self-sustained regional oscillations could arise due to the different thermal-

hydraulic properties of the reactor planar halves, if the modal reactivities have appropriate
feedback gains.

Van der Hagen et al. [112] developed methods for obtaining the stability characteristics of

global and regional oscillations separately from neutron noise signals. The methods were

applied for the Ringhals 1 measurements in 1990, where the decay ratio of the regional
oscillation was higher than the decay ratio of the global oscillation but could not be seen,
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because the signal amplitude of the global mode was much higher than the signal amplitude
of the local mode.

1.2.2 Different Types of Computer Codes

Table 1.2 lists the common computer codes for stability calculations available in 1997 [22].

In more recent years, some of the codes were further developed. For example, RAMONA-5

was released, which runs significantly faster than RAMONA-3B and contains better thermal-

dynamic models. Despite all improvements in several codes, no code similar to MATSTAB

has been developed. The combination of frequency domain, three dimensional neutronics

and eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis is still unique.

Time Domain

The computer codes which calculate transients operate in the time domain (TD) [15],

[76],[98],[114]. These codes numerically integrate the differential equations that describe

the physical development of the system in time. As TD codes allow a very detailed descrip¬
tion of the physical structures/mechanisms in the reactor core, a three-dimensional descrip¬
tion of the power shape is possible with advanced codes and proved to be indispensable for

precise calculations.

The TD approach requires no major simplifications. It allows the equations to be addressed

step by step and therefore uses no significant amount of computer memory. However, as

TD codes cover the complete dynamic range of practical relevance, including non-linear

behavior such as limit-cycle oscillations, the time needed to calculate a large number of

minute time steps is extensive, for a full three-dimensional neutronic description.

Frequency Domain

Although instability is a highly non-linear phenomenon, a significant amount of information

(e.g. the stability criteria of the reactor core for a specified operating point) may nevertheless

be determined from the set of linearized system equations. It goes without saying, that deal¬

ing with stability only using linear equations is much faster than simulations using the full set

of differential equations. The frequency-domain (FD) approach [70], [79], [119] takes full

advantage of this fact and analyses the linearized form of the TD equations in the frequency
domain.

Another advantage of the FD approach is its capability of describing an oscillation with one

single complex number (eigenvalue), instead of the many points representing a trajectory in

the time domain. Finally, FD methods are not plagued by the numerical stability difficulties

present in the TD solutions. However, a significant drawback, besides the loss of information

due to linearization, is that many equations have to be addressed simultaneously, wherefore

a much larger amount of computer memory is required. Nevertheless, the immense trade-off



Common codes operating in the time domain

Name

Thermal-Hydraulics
Channels Model eq.

Neutronics

Dimension

Owner /

User

Reference

RAMONA-3B all D-FNE 4 3 ScandPower A/S [114]

RELAP5 a few 2 fluid 6 point kin. INEL, NRC [15]

RETRAN-3D 4 slip EQ 5 1 EPRI [76]

TRACG a few 2 fluid 6 3 GE [98]

Common codes in the frequency domain

Name

Thermal

Channels

-Hydraulics
Model eq.

Neutronics

Dimension

Owner /

User

Reference

NUFREQ NP a few D-FEQ 3-4 3 simplified RPI (USA) [79]

LAPUR5 1-7 slip EQ point kin. ORNL/NRC [70]

STAIF 10 D-FNE 5 1 SIEMENS [119]

FABLE 24 slip EQ point kin. GE [22]

ODYSY a few D-FNE 5 1 GE [22]

MATSTAB All D-FNE 4 3 FORSMARK AB [32]

eq. number of conservation equations for thermal hydraulics
D-F drift-flux description of mixture

NE thermal non-equilibrium between phases

Slip non-equal gas and liquid velocities

EQ thermal equilibrium between phases
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in speed and the fact that FD results translate easily into stability criteria offer overriding

advantages, particularly, if only the onset of instability, and not its development in time, is

of interest.

1.3 The Scope of this Work

The advances in fuel design which raised the stability questions again, also posed new chal¬

lenges to the existing codes and the detail of the models involved. From the point of view

of a core physicist, it is necessary to have a detailed model, a fast code and results that are

both easy to visualize and to interpret. The TD codes satisfy the need for accuracy and a

high level of detail, but they lack in speed and produce results which do not relate directly to

stability-relevant information. By contrast, FD codes produce quick results which are easy

to use but do not necessarily reach the required level of detail and accuracy.

With these problems in mind, Dr. Thomas Smed and his co-worker Par Lansâker at the

Forsmark site in Sweden started the MATSTAB (MATrix STABility) project. Recognizing
the potential of this work, Dr. H.-U. Zwicky and C. G. Wiktor from the Leibstadt NPP in

Switzerland financed this Ph. D. thesis to support the ongoing efforts and to build up some

more expertise at the Leibstadt site. The development of MATSTAB provided not only an

in depth knowledge of modeling a BWR reactor, but also the opportunity to gain a deeper

understanding of the physical phenomena taking place inside the reactor.

The primary objectives for developing MATSTAB and using a new method for calculating
and predicting the onset of instability in BWRs were to achieve short execution times (with¬
out loss of prediction accuracy) and to provide the capability of predicting core-wide as well

as regional oscillations.

Short execution times are achieved by evaluating the core and system dynamics in the fre¬

quency domain. This implies that only the small deviations around steady state operating
conditions are considered, for which the dynamic behavior of the power-void-feedback
mechanism is sufficiently linear to be correctly described by a system of linear equations.
This approach is widely accepted for studies that are restricted to operating points below

the stability limit where the amplitude of the oscillations is limited. One also observes, that

when determining stability criteria from noise measurements of power reactors, linear con¬

cepts give the best results (e.g. ARMA models, see section 6.1.1 and [47]).

Accuracy is achieved by the detail of the model. The models used in the well known and

widely accepted transient code RAMONA-3B were linearized and adapted to the frequency
domain for this work.

The ability to detect global as well as regional oscillations was achieved with a less com¬

mon FD approach. No Laplace transformation of the equations are applied. The result¬

ing large sparse system matrix is addressed directly to profit from the information (e.g.

global/regional) contained in the eigenvectors. It is the nature of this FD approach that leads

to new ways ofvisualizing and analyzing the BWR stability and constitutes the novel aspects

of this work.
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In conclusion it was possible

• to "linearize Ramona"

• to predict successfully decay ratios for Forsmark, Leibstadt and Oskarshamn

• to predict regional oscillations for Leibstadt

• to show the influence of different components of the reactor system on stability

To be able to create a tool like MATSTAB, it was necessary to combine expertise from very

different fields such as thermal-hydraulics, neutronics, control theory, advanced numerical

methods, sparse matrix techniques and, last but not least, some good programming.

The Norwegian based company Studsvik Scandpower contributed the source code of

RAMONA-3B to support the cooperation between the two power plants and the Nuclear

Engineering Laboratory (LKT) of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH).

Finally, it remains to be said that MATSTAB is programmed in the script language of the

high performance computing platform MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) [59] and is called

MATSTAB (MATrix STABility). The code is owned by the Forsmark Kraftgrupp AB, which

is entirely open minded with respect to new research programs.
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2.1 The Central Equations

MATSTAB combines well known methods from different fields in a new manner.

• Sets of linearized equations

• Sparse matrix techniques

• Frequency domain calculations (eigenvalues\eigenvectors)

The linearization of the equations reduces the computational workload while giving access

to many sophisticated methods of linear systems.

The sparse matrix techniques overcome the huge memory and time demands of an algorithm
that solves up to half a million equations simultaneously (f«200MB instead of f« 10GB).

The frequency domain representation allows to calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors which

contain much more information than a time series from a time domain approach. Therefore

not only more information is gained, but the results can also be visualized in a very interest¬

ing way.

The combination ofthese methods makes it feasible to model a nuclear reactor in detail. Each

of the roughly 650 fuel assemblies is represented with 25 axial nodes. Each node contains

up to 20 equations, hence creating a system with roughly 650 * 25 * 20 = 325'000 equations
in the core alone.

2.1.1 Linearization

The dynamic behavior of boiling water reactors can be assumed to be linear for small devia¬

tions around steady operating conditions. This makes it possible to study stability of BWRs

using locally linearized equations. The reactor is described with an appropriate form of the

governing equations as well as the equations needed to close the system. The nx state vari¬

ables which are described by differential equations are represented by the vector x while

the nu variables described by algebraic equations are represented by the vector u. To be

consistent with the model description of RAMONA [114], the time is denoted with x. The

continuous-time dynamical system consists, therefore, of a set of nx first-order differential

equations of the form

J^x(x) = f(x(x),u(x)) (2.1)

and nu algebraic equations of the form

g(x(x),u(x)) = 0 (2.2)

where

/xi(x)\ /"iCc)\

x(x) = : and u(x) = \ : \ (2-3)

W(w We*)/
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Examples of variables of the type x, (x) are mixture energy, steam mass and fuel tempera¬

ture. Examples of variables of the type u,(x) are mixture volumetric flux, slip and power

generation rate. Table 2.1 shows a complete list of the state variables/equations. A detailed

description about the state variables is given in the next chapter and in Appendix A.

Symbol Variable Algebraic Differential Remarks

Thermal-Hydraulics
P

mg

Jtn

S

Wg

Wg,Wi
rv

tl

Pressure

Mixture Energy
Steam Mass

Mixture Volumetric Flux

Slip
Phasic Velocity
Mass Flow Rate

Vapor Generation Rate

Linear Heat Generation Rate

Liquid Temperature
Wall Temperature

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neutronics / Power Generation

<Pi

cd

q'"

Fast Flux

Thermal Flux

Precursors

Power Generation Rate

1

(1)

(6)
1

integrated into (pi

integrated into (pi

Therma Conduction

tc

Fuel Temperature

Cladding Temperature

4

2

Total 11 9

Table 2.1: Differential and Algebraic Equations used in MATSTAB

The equations 2.1 and 2.2 build together the set of equations which has to be linearized.

£x(T) = f(x(x),u(x))
0 = g(x(x),u(x))

{ZA)

x(x) in (2.4) can be substituted by x(x)= xo+Ax(x), where xo is the steady state value and

Ax is a small perturbation around xo. Similarly u(x)= uo+Au(x). The Taylor-series of f(x,u)
and g(x, u) yield

d d
k ,

df(x,u)
k

df(x,u)
k

_- 9 k 9 k k
x

—x0 + —Ax = f0+ V ;Ax+ V ;Au + 0(Ax2,Au2,AxAu) (2.5)
ax ax ox du

0 = go +
^^Ax+^^Au+ 0(Ax2,Au2,AxAu) (2.6)

dx du

Neglecting second and higher order terms and using the fact that fo = f(xo CO > uo (x) ) = 0 for

the steady state under investigation leaves us - for the differential equations - with
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where

d
k

df(x,u)
k

df(x,u)
k

—Ax = V 7AxH V^^Au

dx dx du

AAx + BAu

dx.
B = [bK

d£
du.

(2.7)

(2.8)

and for the algebraic equations with

0 =

where

Solving 2.9 for Au yields

and inserting the result into 2.7

0g(*,u)Ax+dg(x,u)Au
dx

CAx + DAu

3u

dx,
D

du.

Au = -D !CAx

d_
dx
Ax= (A-BD^CUx

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

is obtained. This reduces the system 2.4 to nx equations. After introducing the system matrix

As = (A —BD_1C), equation 2.12 becomes the set of differential equations which is the

center of MATSTAB

d

dx~
-Ax = A,Ax (2.13)

From an analytical point of view, equation 2.13 is a compact, linearized reformulation of the

original equation set 2.4. However, from a practical point of view, a new problem occurs.

Even though the matrices A, B, C and D are very sparse, the matrix D_1 is not (see Figures

4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). For fast execution, the sparsity of the matrix As is in general much more

important than its size. Therefore MATSTAB does not apply equation 2.13 in an explicit but

rather in an implicit manner. The specific algorithms used to solve equation 2.12 are outlined

in Chapter 4. The main idea for overcoming the loss of sparsity - and hence the numerical

problem - is to distinguish between state variables that are only coupled to a few neighboring
nodes and state variables that are either coupled with all six neighboring nodes (e.g. neutron

flux) or many hydraulic channels (e.g. mass flux).
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2.1.2 Sparse Matrix Techniques

The idea behind sparse matrix techniques is very simple. Instead of storing a huge n by n

matrix element for element and, therefore, using memory space for n2, elements, one stores

only the k nonzero elements and their position. For a full matrix where k = n2 this scheme

would use up to 3 times more memory, but for a sparse matrix where n is large and k is much

closer to n than to n2, the latter method is far more efficient.

This way to store a matrix is only useful, if basic linear operations like C = A * B and

basic linear problems like Ax = b can be calculated directly within the sparse format. The

libraries with these 'sparse functions/algorithms' and their use is what is called sparse matrix

technique. The programming environment MATLAB which was used to create MATSTAB

provides a large and efficient base of functions and algorithms for 'sparse problems'.

2.1.3 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Since the matrix As in 2.13 represents differential and algebraic equations, the standard

eigenvalue equation

A^e, =X,e, (2.14)

does not apply. Instead the generalized eigenvalue equation must be used [30]:

Aie/=Ä,Be/ (2.15)

where B is a diagonal but singular [nxn] matrix of the form

"10
...

0"

0 '

• V Part referring to differential equations

B

1

0

Part referring to algebraic equations

Similar to the right eigenvectors e, in 2.15, there are left eigenvectors f, for As

f/A, = Ä,f/B

The matrices containing all left and right eigenvectors

E = [e,...en], F = [f,...fn]

are related as follows

EF = I

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

The matrices E and F have one more interesting property.
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Il (

FA,E = A= •.. (2.19)

0 Xn

This allows to rewrite equation 2.13 by multiplying with F from the left and inserting the

unity matrix EF,

F—Ax (x) = FA.EFAx (x) (2.20)

to obtain

-^-(FAx(x))=A(FAx(x)). (2.21)

Solving the differential equation above for FAx(x) leads to

FAx(x) = eMFAx(0) (2.22)

or, after multiplying with E from the left

Ax(x) = EeMFAx(0) (2.23)

Stating the implicit sums in the matrix notation, equation 2.23 becomes

n n

Ax(x) = Xei^'VAx(O) = XAx* CO- (2-24)
1=1 1=1

The last equation defines the vector Ax,(x). Note the difference between the vector Ax,(x) in

equation 2.24 and the scalar x, in equation 2.3. The vector Ax,(x) is the contribution of the

ith mode to all states at time x, while the scalar x, (x) is the value of the ith component of the

state vector x(x) at time x. Let us study the mode

Ax!(x)=e,e^[ffAx!(0)] (2.25)

The following interpretation of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be made.

Since both ex,x and ffAx(0) are complex numbers, the shape of the mode Ax,(x) is entirely
defined by e,. Therefore, the right eigenvector e, describes the relative magnitude and phase
of the participating states.

On the other hand, the left eigenvector f, determines how the mode is excited by the initial

condition. Note that if Ax,(0) = k, e, for some scalar k,, then only the i-th mode is excited,

since according to equation 2.18, ff ey equals one for i = j and zero for all other cases.

The dominating eigenvalue governs the time domain evolution of the mode, in particular if

X, = G, + ja, with j = y^T then Ax, (x) = k,e°,x(cos (0,% + j sin(o,x).

The stability is described by the decay ratio (DR), which is the ratio of two consecutive

maxima of the impulse response of the oscillating variable (Figure 2.1).
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Timex

25

Figure 2.1: Definition of the Decay Ratio (DR)

n» — 21 —
fe0T2 (cos(fflT2)+,/sin(fflT2))

a\ kemi (cos((M;i)+ysin((M;i))
(2.26)

The times Xi and X2 are defined by the local maxima. Therefore the cosine of 00X1 and 00X2

equals one. The sine of 00X1 and 00X2 equals zero respectively.

DR =

= e

ke°X2(\+jO) _ke^2
keG^(l+jO)

~

ke^i

0("C2-"tl)

,2JtS

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

The dominating eigenvalue and its two associated eigenvectors (left and right) are the main

computational results of MATSTAB. They are the basis of all further investigations. Chapter
5 shows ways to visualize and interpret the results in a much more complete manner than

just displaying decay ratios.
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2.2 The Structure of MATSTAB

MATSTAB is a family of modules and functions written in the high-performance computing
environment MATLAB [59]. The five parts of MATSTAB are (Figure 2.2):

•

•

•

•

INPUT:

The collection and processing of the steady state plant data

PROBLEM:

The calculation of the system matrix As

SOLUTION:

The calculation of the dominating eigenvalue and eigenvectors

SOLUTION+:

The calculation of additional (regional) eigenvalues and eigenvectors

• VISUALIZATION

Visualization and analysis of the calculated properties

These parts themselves contain numerous modules which have a well defined interface for

handing over the data. The high degree of modularization makes it possible to replace or

extend existing models without restructuring larger parts of the code.

2.2.1 Input Data

To get reliable calculation results, it is essential to have input data which describes the actual

plant state sufficiently accurate. Most of the codes used today use extensive input desks

which are normally generated by a time consuming and tedious manual procedure.

Some of this workload was reduced with the introduction of a conversion tool developed

by Vattenfall [43]. This program uses data files from the online steady state core simulator

which are used to calculate and oversee thermal margins and are therefore running in almost

every nuclear power plant. These so called distribution and master files [51] contain all

relevant dynamic data.

The master file contains the information about the reactor/fuel geometry and the reactor

model. The file stays the same for at least one cycle. The distribution file contains the data

calculated by the simulator and is therefore different for every operating point. In contrast to

manual and semiautomatic procedures, MATSTAB is able to access distribution and master

files directly and automatically. This import function is very much hardware independent,
i.e. it is possible to read any (binary) distribution file on any common (DEC, SUN, HP, SGI,

LINUX, WINDOWS NT, WINDOWS 9x) operating system and platform. The only input
which needs to be generated by the user, are some geometric data (downcomer, steam dome,

pumps etc.) of the ex-core system, which is plant, but not time dependent. These data are
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supplied as a standard input file. In fact, this input file is a small subset of the RAMONA

input file. To maintain some "backward" compatibility with RAMONA, it is possible, though
not recommended, to use a normal RAMONA input desk combined with a RAMONA steady
state calculation instead of the distribution and master files [92].

The input data from the online core simulator are self consistent, but from a simpler set of

equations than the MATSTAB model. Therefore, it is not possible to use the distributions

directly. To overcome this problem, the online steady state data is used as an input for a

MATSTAB steady state module, generating the distributions which satisfy the set of equa¬

tions used by MATSTAB.

2.2.2 Constructing the System Matrix As

The system matrix As introduced in 2.13 is composed of the sub-matrices A,B,C and D

defined in 2.7 and 2.9. The linearized form of the nx + nu equations is evaluated with the

steady state values xo and uo (defined in 2.5, 2.6) to obtain the matrix coefficients au, btJ,cu
and d,j in 2.10,2.8. For example, the algebraic equation for the void fraction is a function of

the steam mass in a cell and the pressure.

a = a(mg,P) = ---§-- (2.30)

With the help of 2.10, this can be written as

Aoc = camgAmg + CapAP

da
k

3oc
.

„

-Ams + —AP

dmg
g dP

1 ;Aa,„-^S-^AP (2.31)
pg(P)V

*
p2(P)VdP

The equation 2.31 which is valid for each node in the core, just with a different set oimg, pg
and V, is actually programmed as a vector equation. Aoc, Amg, AP and AV are vectors of size

25 times the number of fuel assemblies.

After calculating A,B,C and D, the rows and columns in the matrix As are scaled to elimi¬

nate numerical problems due to the large absolute difference between the coefficients in the

neutronics section and the values in the thermal hydraulic section.

It remains to be said, that the matrix As does not only contain all the equations describing
the physics in the core, but also all the equations describing the ex-core system. On the one

hand, the thermal hydraulic equations that are valid in the core extend naturally to the outer

part of the reactor, on the other hand, some equations are needed in addition, for example;

pump equations, system pressure and the flow distribution model.

A detailed description of the model and all equations used follows in the next Chapter. A

detailed description of the structure of the matrix As is given in Appendix A.
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2.2.3 Eigenvalue Calculation

The eigenvalues and their eigenvectors are the main output of MATSTAB. Therefore, the

implemented calculation methods and their reliability are crucial for valid results. The gen¬

eralized eigenvalue problem

A,e = ÀBe (2.15)

has a well known direct solution method [30]. However, the direct method contains steps

which are not feasible for very large systems (e.g. 200'000x200'000) from a practical point
of view (days of calculation time instead of minutes).

Fortunately, it is not necessary to calculate all eigenvalues and eigenvectors. MATSTAB

uses iterative methods, which directly calculate the few dominant eigenvalues and their cor¬

responding eigenvectors. This solution can be extended to the regional modes with the con¬

struction of a good starting guess, as will be described in Section 4.7.

As eigenvalue problems are very common in many engineering applications, there are a wide

variety ofcodes available that work with iterative methods. Even though these codes are very

sophisticated and advanced, as for example the functions available in MATLAB, they are not

able to solve the specific system created by MATSTAB within reasonable time (minutes).

The method used in MATSTAB is not new, it is basically Newton's method, but it is extended

and combined with subspace methods to take full advantage of the known and fixed structure

of A,.

The detailed description of the methods follows in Chapter 4.

2.2.4 Visualization

The final numerical result, the eigenvalue/decay ratio, is interesting but does not give the

complete picture. The real advantage of the frequency domain approach is not the faster

execution time, but the additional information present in the eigenvectors.

Because the eigenvectors can be scaled in any way, the interesting aspect is their shape.

The right eigenvector describes the relative phase and magnitude of the participating states,

the left eigenvector determines how the mode is exited by the initial conditions 2.25.

MATSTAB uses a modern graphical user interface to visualize the stabilizing and destabi¬

lizing regions in a core as well as the shape of the oscillations.

Chapter 5 is fully dedicated to the new possibilities and insights derived from this informa¬

tion.
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3.1 Choosing the RAMONA Model

Modeling BWR dynamics requires the simulation of the thermal-hydraulics and the neu¬

tronics as well as their mutual interactions. This involves the setting up and the solution of

the partial differential equations describing the basic phenomenon. The interaction during
instabilities in BWRs is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Neutronic/Thermal-Hydraulic Feedback System in a BWR

Four main interaction blocks can be noted:

• Core thermal hydraulics, which affects power production by fission and is often the

trigger for instability mechanisms.

• Neutron kinetics, which is directly responsible for the power variation, as a conse¬

quence of the external and the feedback reactivity perturbations.

• Fuel dynamics and heat transfer, which act as a filter of power perturbations and in¬

troduce time delays between power production and coolant flow heating.

• Ex-core-systems which impose the boundary conditions to the core channels, thus

influencing their stability.

As mentioned before, the physical model ofMATSTAB was taken from RAMONA-3B. Nat¬

urally, MATSTAB does not contain all the features and details implemented in RAMONA
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since the scope of transients to be analyzed is condensed from a wide variety to one only. Es¬

pecially changes that happen in time, like the opening or closing of valves or the movement

of control rods, are not meant to be modeled in MATSTAB.

To start with, it was not yet perfectly clear how good the new approach, was and to what

detail one would be forced to go when using linear equations. Therefore, the RAMONA

model was transferred in a one to one scope.

This means that not only the proven and established principles were mined out, but also

some past sins as well as unnecessary burdens found their way into MATSTAB (e.g. a too

detailed model for the fuel temperatures and some thermal hydraulic properties or different

numbering schemes in the neutronic and thermal hydraulic part of the core).

Since MATSTAB was just a 1-D model at its very beginning, this overkill had no significant
influence on the computational effort needed. Actually, the ability to compare the results of

the two codes in a very direct manner was an intended and welcome benefit.

After everything went smooth in 1-D, MATSTAB was extended to handle 3-D neutronics

and one thermal hydraulic channel per fuel assembly. The resulting explosion in demand for

CPU power, and most important, system memory, made it necessary to simplify some of the

equations. It goes without saying, that the simplifications were judged against their physical

impact.

The following section presents some comments on the BWR reactor types implemented
and an overview over the nodalization scheme, in order to give an impression of the scale

and detail of the model. The subsequent sections address the major changes introduced by
MATSTAB to the RAMONA-3B model. The complete model implemented in MATSTAB

can be found in Appendix A.

For the sake of convenience, Appendix A is written like a normal chapter in its own right
with detailed derivations. It can therefore be read as a whole, without flipping back and forth

between Appendix A and Chapter 3. Consequently, all changes discussed below will also be

found in Appendix A.

3.1.1 Nodalization Scheme

As mentioned before, MATSTAB was and still is developed at the Forsmark site in Sweden.

The three Forsmark reactors were supplied by ABB. The Leibstadt NPP situated in Switzer¬

land, which was integrated in the project later on, is a BWR6 supplied by GE. As far as

modeling is concerned, the plants differ mainly in their pump types; internal pumps are used

in Forsmark and jet pumps in Leibstadt (Figure 3.2).

Both pump types are part of the MATSTAB/RAMONA model. The other differences are

mainly in their geometrical data which are supplied by the user in the file parameter. inp.

Besides these differences in construction, the specification of the fuel, such as heat trans¬

fer coefficients and pressure drops over spacers, are also supplied as an input by the user.
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1. Vent and head spray

2. Steam dryer lifting lug

3. Steam dryer assembly

4. Steam outlet

5. Core spray inlet

6. Steam separator assembly

7. Feedwater inlet

8. Feedwater sparger

9. Low-pressure coolant

injection inlet

10. Core spray line

11. Core spray sparger

12. Top guide

13. Jet pump assembly

14. Core shroud

15. Fuel assemblies

16. Control blade

17. Core plate

18. Recirculation water inlet

19. Recirculation water outlet

20. Vessel support skirt

21. Shield wall

22. Control rod drives

23. Control rod drive

hydraulic lines

24. In-core flux monitor

Figure 3.2: The Leibstadt BWR6 Reactor
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Figure 3.3: Schematic View of the Leibstadt Reactor

This allows MATSTAB to model a wide range of different boiling water reactors. A more

schematic view of the reactor is shown in Figure 3.3.

The complete model is divided into 8 regions (downcomer 1&2, lower plena 1&2, core,

bypass, riser, steam dome), each of which has an individual and variable number of nodes.

In addition to these physical nodes, most sections also have a non physical entry-node con¬

taining the boundary conditions. The number of nodes in each section, as well as several

parameters for each node, may be chosen by the user, see Figure 3.4.

The nodes are numbered counter-clockwise, beginning in the downcomer 1 and ending in

the steam dome. Each core plane is subdivided into channels that coincide with the fuel as¬

semblies. Within a plane, the numbering begins with channel 1 and ends with the bypass.
The values in Figure 3.4 may be changed by the user. However, they should reflect the phys¬
ical reality and remain the same for all cases. Only a major plant upgrade would introduce a

change.

The only numbers which have to be adjusted annually are the parameters for the fuel, i.e. at

the beginning of a cycle, when a new fuel type is introduced, its parameters have to be added

to the parameter file.
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Steam Dome

Downcomer 1

Downcomer 2

Flow

Lower Plenum 1

Riser

Lower Plenum 2

Steam Line

Axial Flow Area Height Hydraulic
Nodes diameter

[m2] [m] [m]
Leibstadt

Downcomer 1 6 10.330 5.073 1.160

Downcomer 2 6 0.720 4.384 0.128

Lower Plenum 1 2 9.260 6.000 6.100

Lower Plenum 2 3 10.510 1.790 0.300

Core Channel 25 Fueltype depeiident

Bypass 7.420 0.030

Riser 5 8.040 4.375 0.168

Steam Dome 20.960 8.460 5.170

Forsmark 1

Downcomer 1 4 21.990 3.160 1.440

Downcomer 2 8 12.530 7.640 1.440

Lower Plenum 1 2 10.250 0.930 0.216

Lower Plenum 2 5 10.250 4.220 0.216

Core Channel 25 Fueltype depeiident

Bypass Channel 1.818 0.025

Riser 5 8.500 2.900 0.246

Steam Dome 25.540 8.540 10.000

Figure 3.4: Nodalization Scheme of the Leibstadt and Forsmark Reactors
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3.1.2 Inconsistencies with the POLCA Model

In the beginning, MATSTAB was designed to use a steady state calculation of RAMONA as

the starting point for its own calculations. The various data vectors (also called distributions)
saved by RAMONA, such as cross sections, neutron fluxes, temperatures etc., could easily
be loaded into MATSTAB, since the equations and parameters used were identical. This

method was very convenient when comparing results. However, once trust in MATSTAB

calculations was established, it was much simpler to use the distributions calculated from

the online core simulator POLCA [1]. This simulator is used to overview various safety
relevant numbers (e.g. thermal margins) and calculates the most recent state of the reactor

core at least every half hour.

These distribution files are a natural starting point for all extended reactor calculations. As

a matter of fact, also the input of RAMONA calculations is based on the very same files.

Therefore, it is not only convenient but also logical to omit the RAMONA calculations in-

between.

Unfortunately, the POLCA model differs somewhat from the neutronic model used in RA¬

MONA, as it is optimized to reflect the current state of the reactor and not to investigate
future transients. Since MATSTAB only needs a good steady state, use of either model is

possible. In fact, the POLCA model is even more suitable, since its degree of sophistication
is better adapted for steady state calculations.

The first attempt to use steady state data from POLCA distribution files as a base for MAT¬

STAB calculations failed miserably. It took an in depth investigation to understand what

went wrong, because the comparison between POLCA and RAMONA distributions showed

good agreement.

The explanation, as far as we understand the problem today, lies in some non-obvious in¬

consistency of the data. Even though both sets of distributions fit their own equations well,

there is a small discrepancy with respect to the equation of the other model. For example,
the cross sections are only known to a certain precision. The same small error is reflected in

a neutron flux calculation based on these cross sections. Now, if this neutron flux is inserted

in the equations of the other model which differs in the calculation for boundary terms, one

could readily argue that it also fits these equations assuming different cross sections. The

new cross sections differ, however, more from the reality than their uncertainty allows. This

leads to wrong results. The resulting error was that large, that the temperatures for the fuel

zones were wrong by up to 100 degrees. Since all countermeasures to make the data consis¬

tent were in vain, the POLCA model was eventually coded into MATSTAB. Now the model

used in MATSTAB is consistent with the steady state data used as input. The above explana¬
tion is also confirmed by the fact that the currently ongoing implementation of the POLCA 7

model [3] shows the same problems (POLCA 7 is a major update to POLCA 4 and uses a

more detailed TH model as well as a two group neutronic model).

Since also the POLCA 4 model used in MATSTAB differs from the original POLCA 4

model by the simplifications introduced below, a few power-void iterations are executed to

definitely adapt the input data to the model changes introduced in MATSTAB.
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3.2 Neutron Kinetics and Power Generation

The original neutronic model from RAMONA or POLCA with eight differential equations

per node (two energy groups and six delayed neutron groups) would represented a heavy

computational burden. Especially the spatial coupling, which relates most of the roughly
9'000 nodes in a half-core case to its six neighbors, represented an obstacle which is expen¬

sive in computer time to overcome. Therefore, MATSTAB uses a slightly simplified neu¬

tronic model.

3.2.1 Fast and Thermal Neutron Flux

MATSTAB is based on a 1^ energy group model (neglecting the divergence term of the

thermal flux) with a simplified representation of the six delayed neutron groups. The power

generation in the reactor core is calculated with full three-dimensional kinetics. Each indi¬

vidual fuel assembly is modeled separately and is subdivided into 25 axial nodes. For each

fuel assembly, the burnup, the control rod history, the thermal parameters and the geometry

e.g. spacers are given as an input. The operating point dependent data as nuclear cross-

sections as well as many of the thermal hydraulic parameters are described as function of

temperature, pressure and void etc.

The major changes with respect to POLCA are the use of the prompt jump approximation
and a simplification of the precursor equation as shown below. For the complete derivation of

all following equations see Appendix A. For convenience, the equations below are numbered

the same way as in the Appendix.

The time derivative of the fast and the thermal flux are both set to zero, which means that

the left hand side of A. 14 and A. 15 are set to zero.

6
1

- X 7—Jl,»m - (S«l +Sr)cpl» + C1 - ß) (Vl2/lCpl„ + V2Zf2<P2n)
m=l n»m

+ X^Q = 0 (A. 14)
d

6
1

- X T~J2.»m ~ S«2<p2» + ErCplH = ° (A-15)
m=l hnm

The prompt jump approximation is valid, if the life time of a neutron is much smaller than

the studied phenomena. Physically it is an immediate adaption of the neutron flux to pertur¬

bations.

1 <%.

Vx dx

1 t/(p2;

V~2~dx
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3.2.2 Delayed Neutrons

The life time of the precursors

^=ßd(viZ/i9i„ + v2Z/2^„)-AdQ„ ,
d=\,'",6u (A. 16)

dx n = nodenumber

is much closer to the time a density wave needs to pass the reactor than the neutron life time

and, therefore, significant. The time derivative of the precursors may therefore not be set to

zero. Nevertheless, it is possible to simplify equation A. 16 without much loss in accuracy.

Equation 2.25 describes the time dependence of a state variable. For the variable Q«(x) it

reads as follows
_

Cdn^)=CdneX% (A.28)

where Cd„ is a scalar and not time dependent. Equation A. 16 may now be written as follows.

aCdn°

dx
= ßd(ViX/KPi„ + V22/292») - 'XdCdn (A.29)

It is now possible to carry out the derivation with respect to time. This transforms the differ¬

ential equation into an algebraic equation.

'XCdn = ßd(viX/i9i„ + v22:/2cp2») - kdCdn (A.30)

Solving for Q„ yields

Cdn =
i

\ (ViZ/l9iw+V2Z/292w) (A.31)
K
— Kd

Cdn is_ depending on X which is unknown. Therefore, the starting guess of X is used to calcu¬

late Cdn- This simplification is good enough, as long as the starting guess for X is reasonable.

The draw back is however, that X is complex and therefore the matrix A becomes complex
too. It remains to mention that this simplification is used for the POLCA model as well as

for the RAMONA model. Inserting A.31 into A.26 yields

6

o = — X Xi,«»;+£ai +£r
m=l

+ ß(ViX/i(j>i„+V2E/2(j>2„

_

6
_

9l«+ X Yl,«m9lK
m=l (A.32)

where

ß=i-ß +X#T (A.33)
d

' X + Xd

Solving A.27 for 92« yields

cp2« = = ^91» + ^-^——<Pim- (A-34)
Aî2 Aj2
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Inserting the solution into A.32 leads to

0 =

+

X Xl,«m +^al +^r — ßVlX/1 — ßV2^/2 |Ü L

6 v6

XV
_L Rm V ^m=l 2>j

» 1 ,«m + PV22./2 y
m=l

cpi«

(A.35)

9i»

The algebraic equation A.35 which is the center of the neutronics in MATSTAB contains all

information of the original eight differential equations besides the small differences intro¬

duced by the simplifications mentioned above.

3.3 Thermal Conduction

Associated with each neutronic node is an average fuel pin for which the thermal energy

source and heat conduction are calculated. The calculated average fuel temperature feeds

back into the neutronics (Doppler effect) and the calculated heat flux from the cladding
surface enters the hydraulics calculations.

The thermal energy storage and conduction in the fuel pins, consisting of the fuel pellets,
of the gas gap between pellet and cladding and of the fuel cladding is modeled with the

following assumptions.

• Fuel and cladding are rigid, retaining their cylindrical geometries. Possible variations

in time of the gas gap width can be taken into account by a temperature dependent gap

conductance.

• The volumetric heat generation q'j-' is uniformly distributed over the fuel pellet cross

section. Gamma heat generation in the gas gap and the cladding is ignored.

• Axial and azimuthal conduction is negligible

• The thermal properties like heat capacity, conductivity etc. can be represented with

the correlations stated below.

3.4 Thermal-Hydraulics

The thermal-hydraulics model of RAMONA and hence of MATSTAB is a four-equation,

non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium one-dimensional two-phase flow model with consti¬

tutive equations for thermodynamic state variables. Thermal non-equilibrium between the

phases is accounted for by allowing the liquid in a two-phase mixture to depart from

saturated conditions, while the vapor is assumed to be at saturation. Hydrodynamic non-

equilibrium, i.e. un-equal velocities of the two phases, is introduced via a slip correlation.
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3.5 Summary

MATSTAB uses a four-equation, non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium, one-dimensional,

two-phase flow model for the thermal-hydraulics. The neutronic model is based on a \\
energy group approach with six delayed neutron groups. The power generation in the reac¬

tor core is calculated with full three-dimensional kinetics. Each individual fuel assembly is

modeled separately and is subdivided into 25 axial nodes.

The fast and the thermal neutron flux are represented with algebraic equations. The precur¬

sors are also represented with algebraic equations, but using a more sophisticated approach.
These simplifications are based on physical judgment and showed no significant influence

on the calculation results.
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4.1 The Numerical Problem

The key values in MATSTAB are the eigenvalue X and the eigenvector e, in 2.25. In order

to calculate X and e, one must solve the generalized eigenvalue problem 2.15. Using the

standard nomenclature from linear algebra textbooks [30], 2.15 can be written as follows.

Ae = XBe (4.1)

AeC" B

1 0

0 ••.

0 0

As stated earlier, the analytical solution for 4.1 is well known and can be derived with various

decomposition methods [30]. However, the computational effort for large matrices grows

with n2 and becomes very soon infeasible.

In the case where only one or a few eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs are needed, iterative meth¬

ods are a practical and fast solution. There are numerous efficient algorithms available for

reasonable sized systems e.g. [30], [100], [90], [23], [53] and many others. Some robust

and general methods are also directly available as FORTRAN programs or modules like

ARPACK [50], NSPCG [69] and others.

However, to solve 2.25 an algorithm must fulfill the following requirements in a efficient

way.

• Handle a non-symmetric matrix A

• Handle the generalized eigenvalue problem

• Handle a very large matrix A

• Handle a complex matrix A

• Be applicable for a sparse matrix A

This list is ordered in decreasing difficulty and rules out most of the published algorithms.
From the remaining possibilities, the LANCZOS method [20],[75] and the ARNOLDI it¬

eration [37],[89] are the most promising. Nevertheless, these state-of-the-art methods were

too general to solve 2.15 efficiently. MATSTAB therefore uses a tailored subspace method

that takes full advantage of the known and fixed structure of A, combined with an extended

version of Newton's method. Subspace methods and Newton's method are not new in this

field, see [80] and [30]. However, their combination does not appear in the literature.
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Basically the matrix A is divided into suitable sub-matrices A, that form a set of linear sets

of equations. The sub-matrices are chosen in a way that it becomes easier to solve the result¬

ing set of equations. Unfortunately, it is not possible to decouple the subsets completely and

therefore an outer iteration over the sub-solutions is necessary. The details of this approach
are described in the six sections of this chapter. The first two sections introduce the stan¬

dard numerical methods and their modification for MATSTAB while the later four sections

describe the algorithms specifically designed for MATSTAB. Please note, that in a section

dealing with numerical methods, A stands for any matrix while speaking about MATSTAB,
A stands for the main matrix in the linearized BWR stability problem.

Structure of this chapter:

1. Solving Ax = b for a very large A

2. Solving Ax = XBx for specific A,'s

3. Partitioning into subspaces

4. The MATSTAB algorithm for the global mode

5. Calculating the left eigenvector

6. The MATSTAB algorithm for the regional mode

4.2 Solving Ax = b for a Very Large Matrix A

Whatever algorithm is used to solve a large eigenvalue problem, one must be able to solve

efficiently matrix equations of the form

Ax = b (4.2)

The straightforward approach would be to invert A, but the algorithms to invert a matrix

are computational very expensive and only recommendable if the explicit answer for A-1

is needed. To solve 4.2 for x, A-1 is of no interest. Depending on the size and structure of

the matrix, MATSTAB uses either Gaussian elimination to solve equation sets with an easy

structure, the LU decomposition for a moderate structured or the iterative conjugate-gradient
method for a difficult structured equation set 4.2.

4.2.1 LU - Decomposition

Any square matrix A can be decomposed into a lower and upper triangular matrix.

A = LU (4.3)
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Where L is the lower triangular matrix and U is the upper triangular matrix. The equation

Ax = LUx = b (4.4)

can thus be solved with

:U_1L_1b (4.5)

Because of the structure of L and U, equation 4.4 is very efficiently solvable with backward

substitution. It is not necessary to calculate L_1 or U_1. The major computational work lies

in the decomposition 4.3.

To emphasize the fact that L and U are not calculated, 4.5 is written as

x = U\(L\b)

or

x = A\b
LU

(4.6)

(4.7)

To illustrate the problems of the LU decomposition, the real matrices encountered in MAT¬

STAB are discussed. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the matrix Atu

u

A,-
t,i

0

-Bfeffr

which is used in step 2 of algorithm 4.6. The blank part of the matrix represents zero ele¬

ments and the remaining part represents non-zero elements. The large black triangle is not

as densely filled with numbers as it looks. In fact the dots should form a grid with two

black dots every 50 points, but the resolution of the Figure suppresses the 48 white points in

between.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the L and U factors of Atu. The number of non-zero values in

L and U is approximately 3 times higher than the number of non-zeros in Atu. Hence, the

construction of this sub-matrix succeeded and the sparsity is in this case preserved.

Although the LU decomposition is much faster than the true inversion of Atu, some draw¬

backs remain. A very large A is normally, and especially in our case, truly sparse. Less than

0.1% of all entries in Atu are different from zero. The algorithms take profit of this prop¬

erty and conduct no calculations for the "zero" parts of the resulting matrix. Unfortunately,
the L and U factors of a sparse matrix are not necessarily sparse too. This fact increases

extensively the computing time, and more crucial, the memory requirements of L and U.
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449'389 nonzero values

Figure 4.1: Structure of the Matrix Atu Used in Step 2 of Algorithm 4.6

The requirements for a decomposition of some matrices appearing in MATSTAB are pro¬

hibitively high. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the LU decomposition of the matrix A„, the

neutronic part of the matrix A. Even though the matrix A„ is relatively small, and the struc¬

ture of the matrix is more appropriate for an efficient numerical treatment than the structure

of Atu, the loss of sparsity is very significant. The non-zeros and, therefore, the memory re¬

quirements are multiplied by a factor of 330. So the LU decomposition of A„ takes 250MB

ofRAM and nearly an hour of computing time. The reason for the different behavior of Atu

and A„ lies in the physical structure of the underling equations. The thermal hydraulics prop¬

erties described in Atu are in most cases only coupled to the up- and downstream neighbors.
The neutronic properties of A„ on the opposite, are coupled with all six spatial neighbors. It

is this interconnection with many other nodes, that makes the decomposition of A„ compu¬

tationally expensive. To overcome this technical bottle neck, MATSTAB uses the iterative

conjugate gradient method explained in the next section to solve equations of this type.
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Figure 4.2: Lower Triangular Part of Atu

4.2.2 Conjugate Gradient Method

The method of conjugate gradients (CG) can be found in most numerical linear algebra
textbooks [31], [90]. There are several slightly different versions that converge with different

speed depending on the structure of A. For the sake of completeness, we state the basic ideas

behind conjugate gradients and the algorithm implemented in MATSTAB.

-xrAx xTb

Assuming A is positive definite, for the functional

with its gradient

VF(x)

the minimization problem VF(x) = 0 is equivalent to solving Ax = b. In the following, the

minimization of F with respect to a particular direction p plays a central role. Optimization

Ax-b

(4.8)

(4.9)
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Figure 4.3: Upper Triangular Part of Atu

over all x G Si" is replaced by the one-dimensional minimization problem

V/(a) = VF(x + ap)=0

After solving 4.10 the optimal a is found to be

a0Pf(x,p) =
'm\\2

pTAp

(4.10)

(4.11)

where rm = b — Axm. In each iteration of the CG method, the vector xm is now optimized
in a new direction pm+i. The optimal choice for pm+i is not obvious, but a detailed analysis

e.g. [30] shows

I I'm | \2
Pm+1 — I'm i 7j 172 P

I |I"m+l 112

Hence MATSTAB uses the following algorithm for solving Ax = b.

(4.12)
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Figure 4.4: Structure of the Matrix A„

Algorithm 4.1: Conjugate Gradients

1. Po = 0

xo = any starting guess

r0 = b - Ax0

llr II2

1 n , r I Il*'"ll2
n

* Vm+1
—

lm T M i|2 ym
\lm+\ 112

llr II2
~2 r, I'mll2

Pm+lAPm+l

*+• ^m+1 —Xm-\-(X0ptpm+l

3- r»i+l = D Axm+i = D Axm 0*optPm+l = ""m ^optPm+l

6. If | |rm+i I Ij > fo/ goto step 2
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Figure 4.5: Lower Triangular Part of the Matrix A,

4.3 The Calculation of a Specific Eigenvalue/Eigenvector

From a physical point of view, only the few dominant eigenvalues are of interest. Since the

computation time for the eigenvalue/eigenvector is significant, not to say crucial, MATSTAB

uses methods which calculate only the dominant eigenvalues. These eigenvalues can be sin¬

gled out because from equation 2.27 follows that a high decay ratio is equivalent with a large
real part of the eigenvalue, therefore the eigenvalue with the largest real part is dominating.
The following paragraphs give a stepwise approach to the calculation of selected eigenval¬
ues. These methods are by no means new, but they are necessary to understand the final

algorithm 4.6.

The mechanism behind calculating one single eigenvalue/eigenvector pair X/e for

Ae = Xe (4.13)

can be best understood in the power method.
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Figure 4.6: Upper Triangular Part of the Matrix A„

4.3.1 Power Method

The largest (in magnitude) eigenvalue and its right eigenvector for the matrix A G Qmn are

found with the iteration:

Algorithm 4.2: Power Method

1. eo any starting guess

2. e^+i =Aek

3. 1 e[+1Aei+i
Kk+l - eT _

4. If | |Aefc+i - A,jfc+ie;t+i 11 > toi goto step 2
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In order to understand why this iteration works, assume that A has distinct eigenvalues, with

| iA,| < • • • < |,A,| < • • • < |„A,|. Since A then has a full set of eigenvectors, ie, 2e,..., „e forming
a base, the start vector can be written as

n

eo = X'c'e (4.14)
1=1

The vector e^, resulting after k iterations can be written as,

ek = Ake0 = f^IcIXkIe (4.15)
1=1

Clearly, e^ will be more and more dominated by „e. The convergence of the power method is

linear, with a convergence rate proportional to ^^j-. The computational effort for this algo¬
rithm is very small, since the only matrix operations involved are multiplications. However,

the eigenvalues with the largest absolute value are not of any interest from a physical point
of view. The algorithm has therefore to be modified to calculate the eigenvalues with the

desired properties (e.g. smallest real part).

4.3.2 Inverse Iteration

The next simple step is the modification of algorithm 4.2 for the calculation of the smallest

(in magnitude) eigenvalue.

Algorithm 4.3: Inverse Iteration

1. eo
=

any starting guess

2. Ae^+i =ek

~ 4+1Aek+1
ei+le*+l

4. If I|Aefc+i -Xk+itk+i\\>tol goto step 2

The major computation here is to solve Ae^+i =

e^ for e^+i each iteration. This is somewhat

expensive, but doable with either an LU decomposition or the conjugate gradient method.

Inverse iteration is the power method applied to A-1, and consequently the convergence of

the inverse iteration is linear with convergence rate proportional to K-.
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4.3.3 Inverse Iteration with Shift

If more than one, or a special, eigenvalue is needed, a spectral transformation is necessary.

Algorithm 4.4: Inverse Iteration with shift

1. eo
=

any starting guess

Xo =

any starting guess

2. (A-^I)efc+i =ek

~ e[+1Aew
ei+le*+l

hc + ek+lek
II II2
lle£+lll

4. If | |Aefc+i - Àfe+ie^+i 11 > fo/ got to step 2

Note that it is not necessary to update Xk in (A - Xkl) each iteration. In general, the con¬

vergence will be faster if one does, but on the other hand without updating Xk, the LU

decomposition of (A - Xkl) from the previous iteration can be used again. The convergence

is cubic for the symmetric case.

4.3.4 Newton's Method

Due to the limited machine precision, the algorithm 4.4 has significant error bounds for a

very large A. Therefore a combination with Newton's method is introduced [80].

The quality of an approximate solution Xk of f(x) = 0 may be improved by the update

-i.

xk+i =xk-Vf(xk) f(xk (4.16)

Because the magnitude of an eigenvector is not defined, one equation has to be added to 4.13

to define a unique function/ for the eigenvalue problem, e.g.

u[e = e(l) = l u[ = [l,0,...,0] (4.17)

The function/ therefore is defined as follows.

f(A,,e)=0 ^
u[e-l = 0

(A-AI)e = 0
(4.18)

The Newton update

e^+i

'Xk+l
Vf^ejtr^e*)

for the inverse iteration with shift becomes

e^+i

'Xk+l A-M

0 u\ek - 1

(A - XkI)ek

(4.19)

(4.20)
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The meaning of the backslash used above is explained in the comment to equation 4.6.

u[ 0

A - Xkl -ek

Zk+1 -tk

'Xk+i —'Xk

0

(A - Xkl)tk
(4.21)

Equation 4.21 can be extended naturally for the generalized eigenvalue problem

Ae = XBe

f(X,e)=0 &
u[e-l = 0

(A-fcB)e = 0

A-ÀfeB

0

Befe

e^+i -tk

'Xk+i —'Xk

0

(A - XkB)tk_

The iteration process for 4.24 becomes now:

Algorithm 4.5: Generalized Newton's Method

1. eo any starting guess

Xo any starting guess

Aefc+i

A^/fc+i

e^+i -tk

'Xk+i —'Xk A-ÀfcB

0

-Btek

u\ek - 1

(A-^B)e^

3. ek+i =ek + Ae

4. Xk+i =Xk + AX

5. If ||Ae|| >fo/goto step 2

4.4 Partitioning Into Subspaces

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

The direct implementation of algorithm 4.5 fails due to the sheer size of A (see Figure 4.7)
in MATSTAB. Step 2 of 4.24 is not feasible in reasonable time. Therefore the matrix A is

divided into suitable sub-matrices.

The matrices A, B and the vector e are split up as follows.

(4.25)

A, Ao 0 Af9 V
A/f A, 0 0 A,/
Ant 0 Aw 0 0

Aqt 0 A
n-qn

-I 0

Aa Af, 0 Aft Af.
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Figure 4.7: The Structure of the Matrix A

B

Bf 0 0 0 0

0 B, 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 B/.

(4.26)

The indices are set as follows

t Thermal-hydraulic equations

j Volumetric mixture flux

n Neutron flux O

q Fission power q'"
f Fuel temperatures
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Figure 4.8: The Matrix A Divided Into Physical Subspaces

The capital letters N and NT in 4.25 symbolize that the corresponding matrices are complex.

AN = An + /A,nlm *-NT = A„f + /A,ntlm (4.27)

The complex part of the neutronics was introduced by A. 33.

Figure 4.8 shows the partition of A corresponding to 4.25.

Equation 4.28 shows the generalized eigenvalue problem 2.15 as formulated in MATSTAB.

XBtet
'

'At Af/ 0 Atq V tt

XBje, A/f Ay 0 0 Ay/ e7

0 = ANt 0 AN 0 0 Gn

0 Aqt 0 A
r^qn

-I 0 tq

XBfef Aft Af, 0 Afq Af. tf.

(4.28)
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Equation 4.28 is equivalent to the following set of equations.

XBttt = Attt + Atj ey + Atgtq + Atfef (4.29)

XBjej = Ajttt + Ayey + Ajfeq (4.30)

0 = Awref+Awe„ (4.31)

0 = Aqtet + Aq„e„ - eq (4.32)

XBfef = Afltt + A/yey + Afqeq + Afef (4.33)

4.5 The Global Mode

This section explains how Newton's method is applied to the subspace approach introduced

above. Since normally the global oscillation mode of the reactor is dominant MATSTAB

always starts with calculating this mode. If requested, the eigenvalues/eigenvectors for re¬

gional oscillations are calculated afterwards.

4.5.1 The Starting Guesses

Since we use iterative methods, the calculation starts with a guess of the eigenvalue derived

from a guess of the decay ratio and from the expected frequency of the oscillation. Equation
2.27 on page 17 is used to transform these values into an eigenvalue.

The starting guess eo of the eigenvector is constructed automatically from Xo and the starting

guess eW)o for e„. The vector eW)o is created from the power distribution of the steady state

solution. This implies, that the shape of e„ is similar to the shape of the power density in the

reactor! The equations implemented below, are derived from equations 4.29ff

Preliminary step: e9)o = Aqne„fi

e/,o = (XoBf-Af)\(Afqeqto)
GE

Construction step: ef)0 = (XoBt-At)\(Atfeffi+Atqeqfi) {A3>A)

e«,o = A„\ (Ajvre^o +zA„/me„)o)
CG

e9,o = Aqne„to+Aqtet to

e/,o = (XoBf - Af) \ (Afqeqfi + Aftet)0)
GE

The symbols \ , \ and \ are to be understood in the way, that the set of equations is solved
GE LU CG

either with Gaussian elimination, LU decomposition or conjugate gradient methods.

The construction step improves the guess for e„ and is therefore repeated three times to

improve the overall quality of the starting guess for the eigenvector. There is no sense to do

more iterations since Xo is not updated and the algorithm produces only a starting guess.
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4.5.2 The Main Iteration

The main iteration process is a combination of Newton's method and the iteration over the

subspaces.

Newton's method is applied to the thermal-hydraulic part of the problem.

f(X,et)=0 «•

(Af - XBt)et + Atftf + Atqtq

= 0
(4.35)

This leads to A^+i and Aef^+i which are then used to create e„tk+i,eq,k+i, and e/^+i. The

algorithm reads now as follows.

Algorithm 4.6: Newton's Method with subspaces

1. eW)o from power distribution

Xo from DR guess and frequency guess

Aef);t+i
AXk+i

0

Af — XkBt —Btet i

•f,i

(Af - XkBt)et,k + Atfftftk + Atqeqyk
LU

3. e^+i =ek + Aek+i

4. Xk+i = ^k + AXk+i

5. e„^+i =A„\ (ANTetyk+i +iA„Ime„yk)
CG

6. eq,k+i =Aqtetyk+i+Aq„e„yk+i

7. e/^+i = (Àfe+iBy — Af) \ (Aftetyk+i +Afqeqyk+i)
GE

8. If | |Ae| | > tolerance goto step 2

4.6 The Left Eigenvector

As mentioned several times before, the decay ratio describes only one aspect of instability.
Most information is stored in the eigenvectors. The right eigenvector is a natural byproduct
of the eigenvalue calculation. The left eigenvector, however, has to be calculated separately.
The methods used to calculate the left eigenvector are similar to the the methods used for

the right eigenvector and the eigenvalue. However, the knowledge of the latter makes the

process a bit simpler and faster. The starting point is the generalized left eigenvalue equation

corresponding to equation 4.28.
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^Byfy
0

ft'

f„

T

0

_XBfff_

At Afy 0 Af9 V
Ayr Ay 0 0 Ay/
Ant 0 AN 0 0

Aqt 0 A
r^qn

-I 0

A/ï A/y 0 A/? A/.

(4.36)

Transposing the equation leads to a right eigenvector problem.

XBfftl "Af AÜ Ar
Aqt

Ar
Aff \ft

ABft a?; AJ 0 0 Afj fy
0 = 0 0 Ar Ar

Ir%-qn
0 f„

0 A7'
Atq

0 0 -I Ar u
ÀB}tyJ Ar

Ay/
0 0 AT

Af_
\Sf

(4.37)

Note, that the structure of the equation system in 4.28 is quite different to that of 4.37 due

to the fact, that the matrix A (see 4.25) is not symmetrical. Since X is known, the only thing
that stops us from solving the system of equations with standard techniques are once more,

numerical problems. Nevertheless the number of equations may be reduced to a certain limit,

using Gaussian elimination.

The following derivation is by no means trivial. The equations and the order of substitution

have to be selected very carefully to maintain sparsity and to keep the computational effort

affordable. Even more, some of the intermediate terms appearing below may not be calcu¬

lated explicitly. It is, however, possible to calculate the product of this term with a vector

using the fact that the multiplications of matrices and vectors are associative.

Using equation 4.37 as a starting point, following equations may be derived.

ff = (XBTf-ATf)\(Atrfft+AJ'f{if1})

ft = (XBf - Af ) \ (Ayffy + A^f„ + A£f? +A^)
LU

fy = (ÀBf-Af)\(Afyff+A/:yf/)

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

Inserting 4.38 into 4.39 and 4.40 leads to

ft = (XBf-Al) \ [Ajf, +ATNTfn + ATqtfq + ATft(XBTf-ATf) \ (Aj-f, + A^f,)]
LU LU

= (XBj-Aj-Afttf) \ [(Aj +Aft]f)f] +ATNTfn+ATqtfq]

Aftyfy + AbNTf„ + Abqfq (4.41)
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where

Afttf = A}t(XB}-A})\A;f
LU

A/fy/ = Aff(^Bf-Af)\Af/
LU

Afty = (XBj - Af - Afttf) \ (Af + Aft]f)
LU

AbNT = (XBt —At— Afttf) \ ANT
LU

Abq = (XBj-Aj-Afttf)\ATqt
LU

and

fy = (XBj -Aj)\ [AjjiXBJ-Aj) \ Alfft+AjjiXBj-Aj) \ A^f, + Aff,

T

xTy\[AJ(XBJ-AJ)\ATt ' xT nT xT^x xT'' ' xT<

GE LU

{XBj - Af ) \ [(A/yf/ + Af )f, + Afjjfij] (4.42)

where

Afjtf = AJ,(XBJ-AJ)\Ai

Afjjf = AJJ(XBJ-AJ)\AJf

Inserting 4.41 into 4.42 leads to

fy = (*Bj " Af - A/yy/) \ [(Afjtf + Af ) (Aftyfy + A^f„ + A^f,)]
GE

= (XBj - Af - Afjjf- (Am +Af)Abj) \ (Afjtf + Al)(AbNTfn+Abqfq)
GE

= Ajnq(AbNTf„ + Abqfq) (4.43)

where

AJnq = (XBj - Af - Afjjf- (Afjtf + Af )Abj) \ (Afjtf + Af )
GE

Equation 4.43 expresses fy as a function of fq and f„. These vectors depend also on ff,ft and

fy

f« = —AN \ Aqnfq (4.44)
PCG

fq = Afqft+AJqff (4.45)

Inserting 4.38 into 4.45 leads to

fq = Ajf, + AJq(XBJ - Af) \ (Ajf, + Ajffj)

= ATtqft+Afqtfft+Afq]ffJ
= (AJq + Afqtf)ft+Afqjff] (4.46)
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where

Afqtf = AJq(XBJ-AJ)\AJf
LU

Afqjf = AJq(XBJ-AJ)\AJf
LU

Inserting 4.41 into 4.46 leads to

fq = (Afq + Afqtf) (Ab]fj + AbNTf„ + Abqiq) + Afqjffj

= [(Ajq + Afqtf)Ab] + Afqjf]fj + (Ajq +Aw) (AbNTin + Abqiq) (4.47)

Inserting 4.43 into 4.47 leads to

U = ([(AJq+Afqtf)Abj +Afqjf}Ajnq + (ATtq + Afqtf))(AbNTf„+Abqfq)

= Aewf„ + Aeef(? (4.48)

where

Aqn = (\(AJq+Afqtf)Ab] +Afq]f]Ajnq + (AJq + Afqtf))AbNT (4.49)

aqq = ([(Ajq+Afqtf)Abj +Afqjf]Ajnq + (ATtq + Afqtf))Abq (4.50)

Equation 4.48 is the base of the calculation of the left eigenvector, since the set of equations
4.48 and 4.44

fq = (l-AQQ)\AQNf„

iT f

leads to

fn = -ATN\ALfq (4.51)

0 = [Aif + Af„(I-Aee)\AeA,]f„ (4.52)

which is not yet tractable from a computational point of view. The easily drawn backslash is

an unsurmountable obstacle at the time being. Knowing this, it's not at all obvious, that the

matrices Aqn and Aqq in 4.48 may be calculated in a efficient manner. On the contrary, a de¬

tailed investigation shows, that the two matrices cannot be calculated with reasonable effort.

However, an iterative approach to equation 4.48 does not require the explicit values of Aqn
and Aqq. It is much easier to calculate Ai\(A2f) which can be reduced to Ai\f instead of

Ai\A2. This implies, that some of the above mentioned matrices cannot be given explicitly,
but the resulting vector of a matrix/vector multiplication may be calculated nevertheless.

The final algorithm looks as follows.
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Algorithm 4.7: Left Eigenvector

1. fn,k = e« or any starting guess

2. ïqjç = eq or any starting guess

3- fq,k+l = AQNf„yk + AQQfqfi (4.48)

4. f„tk+i = -ATN \ Af„f,A+1 (4.44)
PCG

5. go back to step 3 until convergence of fq and f„ is reached.

6. fj,k+l=Aj„q(AbNTf„+Abqfq) (4.43)

7. ft,k+l = AbjfJyk+l +AbNTfn,k+l +Abqfqyk+l (4.41)

8. ffk+i = (XBTf-ATf) \ (Ajffttk+i +Ajffj,k+i) (4.38)

9. fq>k+2 = (Afq + Afqtf)ft>k+1 + Afqjffjfe+1 (4-46)

10. go back to step 4 until convergence of f/,ff and fy is reached.

The steps 9 and 10 are necessary because the coupling between the equations is not strong

enough to give good results after the first iteration. The reason lies in the large variety of

matrix sizes involved. Ay is smaller than 100x100 and Af on the other hand is more like

50'000x50'000. These uneven sizes are mandatory to overcome the loss of sparsity during
sub-calculations but lead to a weak coupling between some of the equations.

Naturally, the results for the left eigenvector will never be better, than the quality of the

eigenvalue taken from the right eigenvector calculation.

4.7 Regional Modes

The algorithm 4.6 is not specific to the calculation of the global mode. The control over

the mode calculated lies in the starting guess [Ào,eo]. Therefore it is possible to find regional
oscillations with a corresponding starting guess, i.e. the eigenvector contains the information

if an oscillation is global or regional in its shape, the starting guess for regional oscillations

must therefore also have the shape of a regional oscillation.

The complex structure of A prohibits the convergence of the algorithm if the starting guess

is not within a relatively close vicinity of the solution. Therefore it is necessary to calculate

a starting guess for the regional neutronic eigenvector~e„to from the higher harmonics of the

static nodal equation A.36

_

Xm=l(Yi)„m+p j. ^
I2,nm J (plm 6

_

<Pl» = — —^f^—
"

= X A»mcpim (A-36)
2^w=l V^l,nm + P j ^2,nm) ~ Azl (&°° — 1) m=\
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where n denotes the number of the node and m stands for the six spatial neighbors. The value

k in the matrix Anm is taken from the steady state core simulator of the NPP.

The starting guesses for the regional calculation are the dominating eigenvectors of Anm.

These vectors represent the neutronic modes of the reactor. The eigenvectors of the relatively
small matrix Anm are calculated by the built in functions of MATLAB.

Applying these good starting guesses, it is possible to use algorithm 4.6 as in the global case.

To make absolutely sure, that the algorithm converges to a regional solution, the matrices

Ayf,Ay,Ay/",Ay"y,Afy and the vector ey are assumed to be zero. Physically this means, that

the regional oscillation may not be seen from the outside of the reactor, since the core flow

is not oscillating.

The left eigenvector of the regional oscillation is calculated in the same manner as for the

global mode. Actually, the calculation comes much cheaper in computer time, since, as stated

before, a significant number of matrices may be assumed to be zero.
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5.1 Measurement Database

MATSTAB was validated against a large number ofmeasurements in seven reactors situated

at three different sites. While the next chapter describes the results of the validation, this

chapter explains how MATSTAB differs from other codes, and how this difference may be

used to produce new insights.

As a base for these explanations the measurement series conducted in Leibstadt in 1990

(cycle 7)[ 12] and 1993 [86] are chosen. These measurements were very thoroughly prepared
and covered a wide range of operating points. Even more, the detailed post analysis showed

regional oscillations in 1990.

The fifth operating point (45% power, 28% core flow) from the 1993 measurement series

(see also Section 6.2.3) showed global oscillations and served as reference case for many of

the following plots.

5.2 Displaying Three Dimensional Variables

MATSTAB represents the reactor with a detailed nodalization scheme and a respectable
number of equations and variables. In consequence, a huge amount of data results from the

calculations and must be presented carefully to give some insight.

All calculated parameters and variables may be stored for later investigations. The power

distribution is presented as an example because its axial shape has undoubtedly an important
influence to the stability of the reactor.

Figure 5.1 shows a normalized power-density distribution of the Leibstadt reactor measured

during the stability test in 1993 [86]. The colors represent the axially averaged values. Each

color square represents a fuel assembly. The larger squares, containing 4 fuel assemblies

are called super cells, or controlled cells, in case a cross shaped control rod is allocated in

between. The numbers plotted within a super cell are therefore the percentage of which a

control rod is withdrawn from the core (fully withdrawn rods are not indicated).

To add the valuable information contained in the axial shapes, it is possible to select a couple
of channels (indicated with X in Figure 5.1) and plot their axial values (Figure 5.2). The four

chosen channels show a very different axial power distribution. The fuel assemblies in the

center and at the boundaries of the core show a flat distribution.

The assembly in the outer part of the core is clearly bottom peaked while the controlled

assembly is top peaked since the control rod enters from the bottom.

Figure 5.3 shows the radially averaged axial power density distribution of all super cells.

This Figure gives a good impression of the calculated power density distribution in the core.

Any other physical property may be displayed in the same manner. For example, the void

content, liquid flow, neutron flux, fuel temperature and so on.
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Figure 5.1: Axially Averaged Power Density Distribution of the Leibstadt Reactor
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Normalized Power-Density

Figure 5.2: Axial Power Shapes in Individual Channels of the Leibstadt Reactor
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BOC10 Stability Test 11-SEP-93 21 21 18 1e0

Figure 5.3: Axial Power Shapes in the Leibstadt Reactor

5.3 Eigenvectors

It was stressed several times before that a wealth of information may be gained from an

investigation of the left and right eigenvectors of the dominating oscillation modes. The

availability of the eigenvectors which come naturally from the calculation of the eigenvalue

(see Section 4.3 Equation 4.6), are a major advantage of MATSTAB as will be shown in the

following pages.

Equation 2.25 describes the mode j of a chosen variable Axj(x) in terms of the dominating

eigenvalue Xj, the corresponding left and right eigenvectors fy and ey and the value at time

x = 0 of the mode considered.

AxJ(x)=eJex->x[fJAxJ(0)} (2.25)

5.3.1 Right Eigenvector

The right eigenvector ey describes the relative magnitude and phase of the dominating mode

Axy(x) of the state variable x(x). Since both eXJx and fjAxy(0) are scalars, the shape of the

mode Axy (x) is entirely defined by ey.
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270

Figure 5.4: Void and Thermal Neutron Flux Phasors in One Channel

The complete eigenvector e has a very large number of components, therefore, only its com¬

ponents may be displayed in a reasonable manner.

If just one channel is investigated, it is possible to see the gain as well as the phase shift.

The phasors in Figure 5.4 show the phase and gain of the void fraction and of the thermal

neutron flux, for all 25 nodes in a specific channel. One can see, that the gain is larger in the

bottom part of the reactor and smaller in the upper part. It is also easy to spot, that there is

a phase shift of 180 degrees for the void component whereas the phase of the thermal flux

component is only shifted by œ 60 degrees from bottom to top. The channel was selected

randomly and represents the normal situation in a channel. Figure 5.5 shows the absolute

value of the eigenvector component that corresponds to the thermal flux.

5.3.2 Left Eigenvector

Equation 2.25 also clarifies the role of the left eigenvector fy. The left eigenvector fy deter¬

mines how the mode is excited by the initial conditions. Note that if Axy(0) = £* ey for some

scalar k, then only the mode j is excited, Ax(x) = Axy (x), since FTE = I by definition 2.18.
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BOC10 Stability Test 11-SEP-93 21 21 18 1e0

Figure 5.5: Thermal Flux (Absolute Value) of the Right Eigenvector (Axially Averaged)

5.4 The Contributors to the Eigenvalue/Decay Ratio

The real value of the left eigenvector f lies in the possibility to broaden the decay ratio

concept. The following section outlines a methodology to calculate the contribution of any

model component to the eigenvalue/decay ratio and hence to the stability of the system.

It is possible to analyze the contribution of any model section, channel, node, equation or

parameter to the eigenvalue and hence stability of the system.

The eigenvalue and consequently also the decay ratio, is no longer only one number de¬

scribing the overall behavior of the coupled system. The number is composed from different

components, each of which has its own physical meaning. For example, it is possible to

calculate the contribution of each fuel assembly to the eigenvalue or the contribution of a

specific equation (e.g. slip) or section (e.g. riser) in the model.

In MATSTAB, the dominating eigenvalue X is obtained directly during the iterative calcula¬

tion of the right eigenvector. However, it is instructive to represent the eigenvalue by means

of both (left and right) eigenvectors.
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Multiplying the basic equation of the generalized eigenvalue problem (Equation 2.15)

A,e = ÀBe (2.15)

from the left with the left eigenvector, leads to

(5.1)frA,e = XfBe

frA,e
X =

FBe

X = fJA,e

(5.2)

(5.3)

because frBe=l due to the scaling of fT. It is interesting to investigate Equation 5.3 a bit

further.

X = fyA,e (5.4)
fl fl

k=l 1=1

(5.5)

= Xf/ta/t>/e/
k,l

(5.6)

fiai,iei fiai)Wew T

X=[l ... I] : f^a^/e/

_f»a»,i6i Ln&n,n&n 1

(5.7)

The introduced matrix

"fi ai,iei ... fiai,„e„

Ax = : f^a^/e/ (5.8)

i« a»,iei ... f„ &n,n&n

has very interesting properties. The first and most obvious is that the sum of all matrix

elements equals the eigenvalue X.

But furthermore, the entries f^a^e; ofthe matrix A^ represent each a dependency of a certain

variable in a certain equation in a certain node. Since the number of these entries is large

(ps 106) and dependent on the nodalization scheme, it is reasonable to sum up some subsets.

For example, one can add all summands within the different model sections; neutronics,

thermal-hydraulics or the sections outside the core (steam dome, downcomer, etc.). Since

the reactor core is a very interesting section, one should also investigate the contributions of

the different fuel channels.

Finally, it is also possible to sum up and analyze the contribution of each model equation

(row in the matrix) or each variable (column in the matrix). When summing over a node, a

channel or a model section, the contribution of e.g. the void fraction equation differs natu¬

rally from the contribution of the void fraction variable. Nevertheless, when summing over

the complete model, the contributions of equations and their corresponding variables is the

same. The reason lies in the fact that the sum over the row j in the matrix A^ equals the sum

over the column j.
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= f/IX^
1=1

— *-j**s,rowj£

= fAe7

1AX = Xfyay,/e/ (5.9)
rowj 1= 1

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

because e is an eigenvector of As and

n

column] k= 1

= eyXf^,y (5.14)
k=l

— eyI J\.scolumn] \? •*•*)

= eyÀfy (5.16)

= lAx (5.17)
row]

The expression Xf}e} is in principle the same as the expression yyey which is well known

from control theory as the participation factor. This property of the matrix A^ is very inter¬

esting for further investigations, but should not mislead to the conclusion that the matrix is

symmetric. As stated before, only the sum over the complete model is the same for equations
and variables. When summing over nodes, channels, etc. the results differ.

Representation of the Decay Ratio as a Product of Contributing Factors

The sum in Equation 5.6 is easy to translate into a product which leads to the decay ratio.

As shown in Chapter 2, the decay ratio can be written as

DR = e^ (2.27)

l-yr,real(fkHk,iei)
e\ k'1 J (5.18)

2it.

Y\e^real^kak',e'^ (5-19)
k,l

Udrk,i (5-2°)
kl

The representation of the eigenvalue as a sum over different contributions seems to be more

natural than this representation of the decay ratio as a product of different contributions.
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Especially because unimportant objects are 1 in the product representation, which feels a bit

strange when speaking about decay ratios. Therefore, the next few sections only deal with

the contributions to the eigenvalue where an unimportant object, as expected, contributes

with 0.

5.4.1 Contribution of the Model Sections to the Eigenvalue

The Figure 5.6 shows the contribution of the different model sections (outside of the core,

thermal-hydraulics, neutronics, flow distribution model, pumps and system pressure) to the

real part of the eigenvalue; i.e. the sum of the section contributions equals the real part of

the eigenvalue. The four colored bars represent different operating points from the Leibstadt

measurement series conducted in 1993 (see Table 6.6 on page 120). For the most stable case,

MATSTAB calculated a decay ratio of 0.42 and for the least stable case 1.02.

Unfortunately, Figure 5.6 does not identify a special section as the driving force of instability.
The contributions of all sections diminish in a similar way for less stable operating points.
The contributions and therefore also the changes in the thermal-hydraulic and neutronic part

dominate, however, the behavior of the reactor. In the second plot of Figure 5.6, the contri¬

bution of the thermal-hydraulic and neutronic part of the model are added and represented
as the contribution of the core. The combined contribution is negative and, therefore, stabi¬

lizing. The stabilizing contribution of the thermal-hydraulics over-compensates the destabi¬

lizing contribution of the neutronic part. However, the difference becomes smaller for less

stable operating points. In other words, when moving from a stable to a less stable operating

point, the contributions decrease, but the reduction in the thermal-hydraulic part is larger
than the reduction in the neutronic part, hence, the reactor becomes overall less stable.

Figure 5.7 shows this trend. The dashed region, representing the difference between the

thermal-hydraulic and neutronic part, diminishes in the less stable region. The interpreta¬
tion of the absolute value of the contributions is, however, difficult. There are not enough
measurements points available to relate the magnitude of a single contribution to the reactor

state.

Since in Forsmark always measures the same operating point during start up, it is not possible
to generate the corresponding plots for Forsmark. Therefore, some (numerical) studies for

different operating points in different power plants are recommended as future work. The

necessary steady-state distribution files need, however, to be prepared by the plant, since

POLCA is not generally available.

It remains to observe, that the "decay ratio" and "thermal-hydraulics" lines in Figure 5.7

are roughly parallel. This simple relationship between the decay ratio and the contribution

of the thermal-dynamics may very well be a coincidence, since only four operating points
are involved, but further investigations when more operating points are available are recom¬

mended.
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5.4.2 Contribution of the Fuel Assemblies to the Eigenvalue during an Ap¬

proach to Instability

In addition to the analysis of the contributions of different model sections, it is also inter¬

esting to investigate the contributions to the eigenvalue of the different fuel assemblies in

the core. This is done in this section by examining a series of operating points in order of

decreasing stability.

Figure 5.8 shows the power density of the Leibstadt reactor for a very stable operating point

(DR pü 0.1). The corresponding plot with the contribution to the real part of the eigenvalue
of the different fuel assemblies is shown in Figure 5.9. The colors represent the axially

averaged value in each channel. Note that the sum of all channel values (times 25 nodes)
added to the values in each node outside of the core, equal the real part of the eigenvalue of

the dominating mode. Negative values have a stabilizing influence, whereas positive values

have a destabilizing influence.
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Figure 5.8: Power-Density Distribution for 77% Power and 70% Core Flow in Leibstadt
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Figure 5.10: Power-Density Distribution for 68% Power and 45% Core Flow in Leibstadt
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While the outer ring of fuel assemblies in the core are more or less neutral (low leakage strat¬

egy and therefore, low power density), there exists a ring of high-power-density assemblies

with a large stabilizing effect (dark blue). These are the assemblies with a relative flat power

density distribution. The strongly bottom-peaked assemblies with a high power density in

the center of the core are destabilizing but largely outnumbered. As a result, the core is very

stable.

The Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the same information (power density, contribution to the

real part of the eigenvector respectively) for the next operating point in the Leibstadt mea¬

surement series from 1993. The operating point is a bit less stable (DR pü 0.42) and it may

be observed, that the radial distribution of the eigenvalue contributions became flatter. The

above mentioned ring of stabilizing assemblies breaks up, and the destabilizing assemblies

are found closer to the center of the core. The assemblies at the border of the core remain

close to zero but move from a slightly destabilizing tendency to a slightly stabilizing ten¬

dency.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 represent the next operating point (DR pü 0.56) in the measurement se¬

ries. The break up of the "stabilizing ring" advances further, but the destabilizing assemblies

in the center become less distinct. However, the latter effect is overshadowed by the former,

since overall, the reactor is less stable. The contributions from the model section outside the

core, remained roughly the same, as may be checked in Figure 5.6.

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 represent again the next operating point (DR pü 0.65) in the measure¬

ment series. The tendency is the same as in the figures before, with the exception, that the

destabilizing assemblies in the center decreased in number but not in scale of the contribu¬

tion.
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Figure 5.12: Power-Density Distribution for 61% Power and 40% Core Flow in Leibstadt
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Figure 5.14: Power-Density Distribution for 59% Power and 37% Core Flow in Leibstadt
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5.4.3 The Core of an Unstable Operating Point

Finally, Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show an unstable operating point (DR pü 1.0). The new aspect

is, that the destabilizing center vanished completely, but two point-symmetric areas with

a destabilizing effect appeared (orange). The radial shape of the distributions became rea¬

sonably flat with the exception of the two stabilizing areas (dark blue). It needs not much

fantasy, to imagine a half core oscillation with the symmetry line from top left to bottom

right, or from bottom left to top right. Even so, no regional oscillations were observed, this

is in agreement with the high decay ratios for regional oscillations predicted by MATSTAB

for the very same measurement series (see Table 6.6 on page 120).

One more interesting detail is that in contrast to the section-wise representation, in the

assembly-wise representation not all contributions decrease (absolute value), the less sta¬

ble an operating point is. The contribution of some fuel assemblies actually grows. The most

extreme fuel assemblies (dark blue) in Figure 5.17 have a very large negative (stabilizing)
contribution to the eigenvalue. Nevertheless, these assemblies are at the place where the

regional oscillations reach their maxima and minima.

Figure 5.18 shows the part of the right eigenvector that represents the neutron flux for the

dominating (global) mode at unstable operating conditions. According to Equation 2.25,

this is also the driving force behind the time development. The arrows in the plot represent

the phase and amplitude of the oscillation for some selected nodes. The black arrows are

calculated by MATSTAB whereas the white arrows are measured with the LPRMs (Local
Power Range Monitor for neutron flux). A detailed description on how the black and white

arrows are calculated may be found in Section 6.1.2. In this representation, the absolute

values of phase and amplitude have no physical meaning, only relative values are of interest.

Figure 5.19 shows the same information for the first regional mode. The plot shows that the

amplitudes close to the symmetry line and close to the border of the core are, as expected,

very small. The white arrows represent again the same measurement information as in the

figure above. However, the scaling is different. For these two pictures, the scaling is done in

such a way, that the first calculated phasor looks exactly to the right.

Since the calculations for this case predict a similar decay ratio for the global as well as

for the regional case, it may be assumed, that the measured phasors contain a substantial

regional component. It would therefore be prudent to add the calculated contributions from

the global and regional modes. A comparison of these compound phasors should give even

better agreement with the measurement data which naturally contains the superposition of

all modes. It would also be interesting to compare the difference in amplitude of the global
and regional component. Unfortunately, this cannot be achieved in a simple way, because

MATSTAB has no information on how to scale the vectors. The basic problem is, that the

eigenvectors may be multiplied with any complex number, and still stay the same eigenvec¬
tors. If the initial condition of the modes were known, Equation 2.25 could have been used.

However, this is not the case.
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Figure 5.16: Power-Density Distribution for 45% Power and 28% Core Flow in Leibstadt,

Reference Case
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In principle, the amplitudes could be approximately calculated if one does a least-squares

fitting and solves the following equation set for C\ and C2.

CL *MATSTABglobal+C2 *MATSTABreglonal =MEASUREMENTLPRM (5.21)

The uncertainty in the measurement itself, and the small number of LPRMs make this ap¬

proach too unreliable to be of use.

A comparison between calculated and measured inlet flow data was done, but again the

large uncertainty in the measurement data made a meaningful comparison impossible. For

example, the relevant frequency of the oscillation could not be detected from Forsmark's

inlet flow measurements.

5.4.4 Further Analysis Around an Unstable Operating Point

The Figures 5.20-5.25 show a brief analysis ofthe unstable operating point P45F28 shown in

Figure 5.16 on page 74. While the reference case corresponds with an operating point mea¬

sured in 1993 in Leibstadt, the other operating points are just a numerical investigation and

were not realized with the reactor. All decay ratios and frequencies are listed in Table 5.1.

Case Description

CO

O

Ü

ai
Q

CO

ö
0

'5b

ai

ai
Q

CS

Xi
O

Ü

CS

Ö
0

'5b

ai

ai

Reference Case: Power 45% Core Flow 28%

Moderate Swap of the Control Rods

Extreme Swap of the Control Rods

Power Increase of 5%

1.02

0.94

1.23

1.13

1.03

0.94

0.78

1.18

0.42

0.41

0.44

0.42

0.45

0.43

0.43

0.45

Table 5.1: Investigation Around the Operating Point P45F28 with Power 45% and Core Flow

28% in Leibstadt

Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the reactor after a moderate swap of control rods i. e. a moderate

change in the power density distribution. The core power and the core flow were kept con¬

stant. One can observe that in comparison to the reference state (Figure 5.16) the extreme

assemblies became fewer, but even more negative (down to -0.035 compared to -0.00945).
Both the global and regional oscillation were stabilized, since in each quarter of the core, a

control rod was inserted 25 percent. These control rods changed the radial power-shape just

enough to make the core stable by a narrow margin.

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the reactor after a major swap of control rods. The rods are now

inserted in the periphery rather than the center. The concentration of the high power assem¬

blies in the center leads to a very unstable reactor (DR=1.23). The dominant fuel assemblies
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Figure 5.20: Power-Density Distribution After a Swap of Control Rods
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Figure 5.22: Power-Density Distribution After a Major Change in Control Rod Pattern
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Figure 5.24: Power-Density Distribution After a Positive Change in Power
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are larger in number, but smaller in their contribution (up to -0.0108 compared with -0.035

for the moderate swap). It is easy to spot that the high power density in the center of the

reactor suppresses regional behavior, and that the global mode dominates. The numbers in

Table 5.1 also give a clear verdict. DR global = 1.23 and DR regional = 0.78.

Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the reactor after a power increase of five percent above the base

case. Pulling the control rods while keeping the core flow constant, shifts the operating point
of the reactor to a less favorable part of the power-flow map. Consequently, the decay ratio

grew from 1.02 (reference case) to 1.13. In agreement with the measurement series shown

in Figures 5.8-5.17, the stabilizing assemblies tend to become smaller in number but larger
in scale for a less stable operating point.

Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show a comparison of the axial distribution of the eigenvalue contri¬

butions for the stable operating point (Figure 5.8) and the unstable reference case (Figure

5.16), respectively. The interesting information is that the first few nodes from the bottom

normally give a positive contribution regardless whether the overall contribution of the fuel

assemblies is positive or negative. This is expected, since the boiling boundary is around

node four or five.

Figures 5.28 and 5.29 show the contribution to the eigenvalue from the same four fuel as¬

semblies for the two operating points and confirm this observation. The four assemblies are

chosen to be extreme cases in both plots. The location (coordinates) of the assemblies is

plotted on the left side of the figures.
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Figure 5.26: Contribution of Each Axial Node to the Eigenvalue (Stable Case)
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5.4.5 Contribution of Selected Equations and Variables to the Eigenvalue

Taking the level analysis one step further, it is possible to show for each equation or variable

its contribution to the real part of the eigenvalue. The difference between the equation-wise
and the variable-wise representation is, that in the former case, the rows of the matrix A^

(Equation 5.7) are summed up, and in the latter case, the columns are summed up.

For example, the contribution of the void fraction equation shows how the void fraction gets

affected by the other variables. Figure 5.30 shows, how much the void fraction equation in

contributes to the real part of the eigenvalue.
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Figure 5.30: Contribution of the Equation for the Void Fraction to the Eigenvalue

The contribution of the void fraction variable shows, how the void fraction affects the other

variables. This is shown in Figure 5.31 where the void fraction variable contributions to the

real part of the eigenvalue are plotted.

As mentioned in the comment to Equation 5.8, it makes sense to distinguish between equa¬

tions and variables when looking at a section of the model (e.g. fuel channel). When looking
at the full model, equations and variables contribute both with f}Xe} to the eigenvalue.

The similar information was generated for all equations and variables. The analysis of the

data was, however, not fruitful. It was not obvious how to interpret the plots. An unexpected
observation was, that the absolute value of the contribution of some equations (e.g. vapor

generation rate and liquid temperature) was by several orders of magnitude smaller than the
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Figure 5.31: Contribution of the Variable Void Fraction to the Eigenvalue

contribution of other equations. This would actually imply, that the information present in

these equations is not needed in the model. Further investigations are necessary to support

this conclusion.

5.4.6 Analysis of Operating Points based on Eigenvalue Contribution Plots

To overcome the difficulties in interpreting the many thousands of contributions to the real

part of the eigenvalue, as encountered in the previous sections of this chapter, the matrix A^
from Equation 5.7

fiauei ... fiai„e„

^ =

: ik&k,m
I»aw 161 ... InânnQn

(5.22)

is examined a bit further. To start width, two MATSTAB calculations with nearly identical

operating points are compared. The only difference between the two calculations, is the

pressure drop in the riser (input parameter VHO of MATSTAB). The reference calculation

is the Leibstadt case presented in Figure 5.14 where the pressure drop over the riser is set to

its default value (VHO=-7.0). The resulting decay ratio is 0.6475. The second case is exactly
the same, but VHO=-20.0 and the resulting decay ratio is 0.6397.
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Figure 5.32 shows the contribution of all equations in all nodes to the real part of the eigen¬
value. The x-axis represents the equation number, and the y-axis represents the contribution

to the eigenvalue. The ordering of the equations is the same as in the matrix Ax. A detailed

description can be found in Table B.4 on page 161. The total number of equations is around

200'000. Since the difference in the two cases is very small, the red and the blue line in the

plot can only be distinguished at a few places.
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Figure 5.32: Contribution to the Real Part of the Eigenvalue: Equations

The first equation in the matrix, the system pressure, leads to two clearly different values

in the two compared calculations. This is not surprising, since the pressure drop over the

riser has changed. The second large deviation in the two calculations is the very sharp peak
around equation 1 lO'OOO. The extrema in the reference calculations are smaller than for the

second case. After a quick check in Table B.4 on page 161 one can identify the peak as the

flow distribution model. A more detailed analysis of this deviation follows later.

The Figure 5.33 shows the cumulative contribution to the eigenvalues previously plotted in

Figures 5.32. The cumulative sum of, for example, 1, 2, 3, 4 is defined as 1, 1+2, 1+2+3,

1+2+3+4. Since the curve plotted in Figure 5.32 represents the sum of all elements in Ax,
the last point in the graph equals the real part of the eigenvalue.

As mentioned in the comment to Figure 5.26-5.29, the three nodes closest to the bottom in

a fuel assembly tend to have a positive contribution to the eigenvalue whereas the remaining
nodes have a negative contribution. This observation is very easy to spot in the cumula¬

tive plots. It can also be easily observed, that the change in the pressure drop stabilizes the

thermal-hydraulics (the blue line becomes more negative at the beginning) and destabilizes
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the neutronics (larger positive contribution of the blue line in the second half of the plot).
All together, both graphs end with a very similar eigenvalue.

A good impression of the real differences between the two cases can be achieved, if the

eigenvectors from one of the two cases is used to calculate A
VHO=-l

and AXHO=-2\ In this

case, the difference between the eigenvectors is neglected, and only the difference between

the matrices is analyzed. The result is shown in Figure 5.34. The read and the blue graphs
are now so close, that only a plot which shows the difference of the graphs may give more

information. Figures 5.35 and 5.36 hence show the difference of the red and the blue graph
in Figure 5.34. The plots confirm the observation that the two MATSTAB calculations differ

mainly in the equations/variables around llO'OOO.
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Figure 5.37: Difference of the Cumulative Contribution: Flow Distribution Model

Figure 5.37 shows the same information as Figure 5.35, but focuses on the interesting re¬

gion between equation 110'201 and 110'550. The difference is situated between equations
110'216 and 110'240 which represent the flow distribution model in the reactor. This is in

perfect agreement with the fact that the pressure drop over the riser was changed.

Figure 5.38 shows the same information as Figure 5.36, but focuses on the interesting region
between variable 110'201 and 110'215. The difference lies in only two variables. The mass

flow rate of the liquid and the mass flow rate of the gas in the last riser node. This is again in

agreement with the fact that the pressure drop over the riser is modeled in the last riser node.

Figure 5.39 shows the 324 differences (flow distribution model) from Figure 5.37 in channel-

wise representation. As could be expected, the distribution looks pretty similar to the power

distribution (Figure 5.14)
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In concluding, it may be said, that the approach outlined above based on the cumulative

contributions is an interesting new way to analyze the stability behavior of the reactor and

pinpoints to sources of instability. The simple displays used identified correctly the sources

causing changes in the eigenvalue/decay ratio and affecting stability.

5.4.7 Comparison of Different Operating Points in Leibstadt

Figure 5.40 shows the cumulative sums of the rows of the matrix Ax for the Leibstadt mea¬

surement series from 1993. It can be seen very clearly that the stabilizing thermal-hydraulic
contribution (left side of the plot) diminishes for a less stable operating point; the destabi¬

lizing contribution of the neutronics (right side of the plot) also diminishes. However, the

overall effect is destabilizing since the reduction of the stabilizing thermal-hydraulics is

larger. This observation is identical with the conclusion drawn from Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.41 shows the similar plot for the measurement series conducted in 1990. The con¬

tribution of the thermal-hydraulics to the eigenvalue behaves relatively systematic. The more

stable an operating point is, the more negative (stable) is the thermal-hydraulic contribution.

A bit more complex is the contribution of the neutronic part. Some of the graphs are convex,

while other graphs are concave. The explanation is, however, pretty simple. The shape of

the graph changes with the power density distribution. The change of control rods in the

numerical experiment changed also the power density distribution, and therefore the con¬

tributions of the different fuel assemblies. Since the ordering of the equations is connected

with the location of an assembly in the core, shift from the contributions from the center to

the periphery, also changes the shape of the graph.

Concluding may be said, that the methods outlined in this chapter give a new angle to the

stability investigations. The results show good agreement with measurements and experi¬
ences and seem to be promising. The proof, that completely new insights may be gained is,

however, still missing.
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5.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Even though the decay ratio and the frequency of the oscillation are a direct and obvious

description of the state of the reactor, the contained information is by far not complete. It is

by no means obvious or true, why the connection between the decay ratio and a change in

variable i.e. flow or power should be linear. Therefore, the decay ratio describes the stability
of the investigated state, but does not give the distance (margin) to instability in a practical,

"operational" manner.

One way to investigate the influence of a parameter p to stability is to evaluate many cases

with slightly different values of p. This approach is normally limited by the computer time

available. The MATSTAB model allows a much more efficient approach. The known eigen¬
value X(p) is used to calculate the unknown eigenvalue X(p + hp).

Consider the matrix A with the eigenvalues Xi,X2,...,X„, right eigenvectors ei,e2,...,e„

and left eigenvectors fi, f2, • •

•, fn scaled in the way that EF = I.

Differentiation of the generalized eigenvalue Equation 2.15

Ae,=X,Be, (2.15)

with respect to any parameter p yields

3A
k
de, dX,

.

„de,
,^ „^

--e,+A-^ = --^Be, + X,B-^ (5.23)
dp dp dp dp

Multiplying by fj from the left

fT^A
,7^

de, dX, T
rT-o^i

,« -mnf; —e, + X,f, B— = —f; Be, + X,f, B— (5.24)

and solving for the derivative of the eigenvalue leads to the important relation

3i fT^e
^ = -^ (5.25)
dp ffBe,

v '

From a calculated state with parameter p, the eigenvalue for the slightly different state with

the parameter p+ôp can be deduced as follows.

rT i \ 9A(p) i \

This result is useful, because the stability margin of the new state is obtained without cal¬

culating its eigenvalue from scratch. It is also one additional way to understand that the

information about the stability behavior of the reactor is contained in the eigenvectors.
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Example: Slip

One obvious application of Equation 5.26 would be for a small change in power. However,

a change in power would also affect many other variables, e.g. the void fractions. Therefore,

a new steady-state file from POLCA would be necessary and the effects of all other implied

changes would be superimposed upon those of the initial power change.

The Bankoff-Malnes correlation

Wg = Swi + w° (A. 95)

relates the vapor velocity wg to the liquid velocity w/, using a slip factor S. This factor is not

expected to change in time. However, its value is not so easy to measure directly in a real

NPP. Therefore the uncertainty in the slip is very often used to fit the power-shapes of the

modeling code to the measured data.

25

POLCA

x C1 = 0.870

O C1 = 0.895

C1 =0.910

0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

Relative Power-Density Averaged Over All Fuel-Assemblies

1.5

Figure 5.42: Influence of the Slip Parameter c\ S to the Radially Averaged Power-Density
Distribution

Figure 5.42 shows the radially averaged relative power-density distribution for the operat¬

ing point considered (calculated by POLCA) compared to MATSTAB calculations using
different values for c\ in the slip correlation A.96.

S =
1 -a

c\ — a
(A. 96)
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The influence of S (respectively ck) can be seen as clearly as the rather optimal value of

0.895 which is used normally by MATSTAB.

Equation 5.26 is now used to study the effect of a change in S (ci) on stability. The base

of the investigation is the operating point with 59% power and 4010 kg/s core flow from

the Leibstadt Cycle-ten measurement. The measured decay ratio was 0.65 and its frequency
was 0.50. Table 5.2 shows the influence of the slip parameter S upon the decay ratio and

frequency. All values from the sensitivity calculation were derived using C\ = 0.895 as base

and ACi = 0.005 as deviation.

Full Calculation Sensitivity Anal.

Slip (ci) DR FR DR FR

0.885

0.890

0.895

0.900

0.905

0.910

0.6362

0.6421

0.6514

0.6599

0.6695

0.6742

0.4321

0.4340

0.4356

0.4373

0.4387

0.4402

0.6350

0.6432

0.6596

0.6679

0.6762

0.4323

0.4339

0.4372

0.4389

0.4405

Table 5.2: Decay Ratio and Frequency for Different Slip Values

The predictions of the sensitivity analysis show good agreement and lie within the accuracy

of the MATSTAB calculation itself. Even though this method is not usable for large steps, it

is possible to make a very quick judgment on how the change of a parameter may influence

the result.
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6.1 Analysis of the Measurement Data

MATSTAB was validated against numerous stability measurements. Most measurements

available are from the Forsmark site, since Forsmark does routinely measure stability during

startup to check the newly loaded core. These operating points are very close to each other

in power and core flow. Nevertheless, the data spans over ten years, during which period
the fuel design changed dramatically. With very few exceptions, the results from MATSTAB

compared very well with the measurements and/or RAMONA. Therefore, one conclusion

is, that for the used fuel from ABB, Siemens and GE good model parameters are available

and that the fuel type has no influence on the prediction quality of MATSTAB.

The people at Leibstadt handle things very differently. Stability tests are only conducted be¬

fore or after major changes in the NPP, e.g. a power upgrade. In 1990 and 1993 very exten¬

sive stability measurements were conducted. These tests covered a wide range of operating

points and global as well as regional oscillations were experienced.

As explained in Chapter 3.1.1 on page 25, the main difference between Leibstadt and Fors-

mark are the recirculation pumps. Leibstadt uses jet pumps driven by external pumps while

Forsmark has internal pumps. Due to this difference and the occurrence of out-of-phase os¬

cillations, the Leibstadt data is an important extension to the validation done for Forsmark.

After the successful application of MATSTAB for the above mentioned NPPs, the respon¬

sible people at Oskarshamn decided to compare MATSTAB results with their own stabil¬

ity investigations. The validation was conducted by Oskarshamn [19], therefore, we cannot

present the results in the same detailed manner as for the other plants. Only decay ratios were

compared. It is noteworthy, that the engineers at Oskarshamn were able to use MATSTAB

efficiently after a short introduction to the program. The time needed to prepare the input
data was short as well, since the POLCA distribution files and some RAMONA input files

were available.

Table 6.1 gives a brief overview over the physical data of the different nuclear power plants
involved in the validation of MATSTAB.

Naturally, the three above mentioned sites are not the only power plants conducting stability
measurements. Due to restrictions in time, it was not possible to widen the validation basis,

even though a validation against Ringhals measurements would have been very interesting.

Nevertheless, the validation presented covers a large number of measurements and contains

some of the most extreme measurements ever done for a commercial NPP (natural circula¬

tion in Leibstadt 1990). It remains to say, that the Leibstadt reactor is among the plants with

the highest core power-density in the world.

One should always bear in mind, that the measurements have an uncertainty in decay ratio

itself. Especially for well damped systems, different analysis tools lead to slightly different

results. Even though there is a lot of instrumentation inside the plant, the state of the reactor

is only known to a certain degree. Hence, the input to the computer codes is not precisely
defined.
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Table 6.1: Key Parameters of the NPPs Involved in Validating MATSTAB

Different people that attempt to predict the same measurement data may use a slightly differ¬

ent input and may obtain different decay ratios even if they use the same computer code (e.g.
RAMONA 3.9 calculations from ABB, Forsmark, Vattenfall and Studsvik Scandpower).

However, the differences lie more or less within +/- 0.05 in decay ratio. An OECD bench¬

mark [34] for Ringhals showed calculation uncertainties that support this observation.

The frequency on the other side, is much less dependent on the state of the reactor and

can be derived from the measurements with good accuracy. The predictions are normally

very accurate and pose no problem, neither for the analysis of the measurements nor for the

predictions of RAMONA and MATSTAB.

Not all signals from the many detectors within a NPP are normally recorded. Usually there

are also capacity limits on how many non-standard signals may be recorded digitally with

high resolution. For stability purposes LPRM (low power range monitor) detector signals are

of high interest. The core of anormal BWR contains about 35 LPRM strings each containing
four neutron detectors at four different axial heights. Normally about ten strings are selected

and only one or two detector per string are recorded.

The frequency and the decay ratio of each operating point are commonly calculated from

the measurements with an ARMA model [88], [35].
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6.1.1 ARMA and ARMAX Models

The ARMAX (AutoRegressive Moving Average) technique interprets the fluctuations en¬

countered in one signal y(x) in terms of parameters of a linear model

y(x) = -X^o, *y(x -i) +?jb=lb, *u(x-i) + X*0C/ *e(T"') (61)

which views y(x) as responses to

• the fluctuations experienced in another signal u(x), assumed to act as a systematic

"driving source", plus

• an extra unknown disturbance e(x) of an assumed "white" nature.

The model "parameters" in the vectors a, b and c are normally determined via a least-squares

fitting procedure. The vectors obtained from the fitting can be interpreted in terms of a trans¬

fer function from the disturbing input u(x) to the process y(x).

The ARMA technique assumes that there is no systematic driving source; i.e. u(x) is set to

zero. The process fluctuations y(x) are evaluated as though they were excited by the white

noise e(x) only.

For our purpose, the model orders (na,nb) vary from 2 to 10 and the model which predicts
the highest decay ratio in the frequency window of 0.3Hz - 0.7Hz is chosen.

Comprehensive functions to generate and use ARMAX models are provided by the system

identification tool-box of MATLAB.

A recommendable textbook about system identification and the modeling of dynamic sys¬

tems was written by Ljung [47].

6.1.2 Comparing LPRM Signals With MATSTAB

In addition to validate against decay ratio and frequency, the MATSTAB calculation may

also be compared directly with a LPRM detector signal. A possibly existing linear trend is

first removed from the time series of the detector, so that the signal is oscillating around

the zero axis. As described above, the dominating frequency in the range of 2-4 rad/s is

calculated. Using this frequency and a reference signal (e.g. APRM A), an ARMAX model

is used to calculate the relative phase and amplitude of the original signal. This procedure is

repeated for all the LPRM detector signals available. The same physical properties are taken

directly from the right eigenvector of the MATSTAB solution. Since the detector position

may be somewhere between the center oftwo core nodes, the values are linearly interpolated
between the neighboring core nodes.

In the Figures (6.5-6.10) the phases and amplitudes from the measurement and the calcula¬

tion are compared with each other. The measurements are represented by white vectors, the
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calculations are represented by black vectors. Since the phase and amplitude of the MAT¬

STAB vectors are only defined relatively to each other, the largest amplitude of the MAT¬

STAB vectors is used to scale the LPRM signal vectors (the other way round would be more

logical, but this way round the size of the vectors fits better into the plot). Hence one white

and one black vector is always in perfect agreement. As a result, one vector would not be

visible on the plot. This is slightly disturbing for the impression of the plot and therefore the

vector is shown with a slight deviation to be visible nevertheless.

6.2 Global Oscillations

Since most of the measurements were done during normal start up, the measured decay ratios

are quite small and relate to global oscillations. Some comparisons with regional oscillations

follow in the next section, where the Leibstadt data from 1990 is investigated.

6.2.1 Forsmark

MATSTAB was validated against 42 stability measurements conducted in the cycles 8-19 at

the Forsmark NPP in Sweden [109],[110],[111]. The range of operating points lay between

3800 and 5000 kg/s of core flow and 59% to 68% power (see Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4).

Forsmark 1

MATSTAB was validated against 18 stability measurements Forsmark 1 conducted in the

cycles 10-19. The range of operating points lay between 3800 and 4400 kg/s of core flow

and 59% to 66% power. Table 6.2 summarizes the results and shows a good agreement be¬

tween MATSTAB and the measurement. The abbreviation boc/moc/eoc are used to describe

beginning/middle/end of cycle, whereas aug stands for august.

Only three calculated decay ratios differ more than 0.1 from the measurement, and most of

them are much closer (Figures 6.1, 6.2). The standard deviation for all cases is 0.06 for the

decay ratio and 0.02 for the frequency.

The available RAMONA 3.9 calculations [105], [33] are included in the table to show that

MATSTAB and RAMONA are ofcomparable accuracy, despite the linearized equations used

in MATSTAB (Figure 6.3, 6.4). The standard deviation of the RAMOMA runs is also 0.05

for the decay ratio. However, if only the measurements where RAMONA runs are available

are evaluated, MATSTAB reaches a standard deviation of 0.05 as well.

The content of Figures 6.5-6.10 are explained in Section 6.1.2 and Chapter 5. They basically
show the part of the right eigenvector which relates to the thermal neutron flux (colors) and

the comparison between the measured and the calculated LPRM oscillation (arrows). The

agreement between the white (measurement) and black (calculation) arrows is reasonably
well. Especially the angle (phase-shift) between the arrows is predicted correctly.
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Operating point Decay Ratio Free uency [Hz]

—
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en
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clOboc 65.5 4100 0.49 0.60 0.47 0.45

ell boc 65.2 3966 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.41

cl2boc 64.5 4183 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.45

cl3 boc 1 59.6 3987 0.40 0.38 0.43 0.45 0.42 0.44

cl3 boc 2 59.9 4317 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.46 0.42 0.45

cl3 boc 3 64.3 4385 0.49 0.43 0.38 0.48 0.45 0.48

cl3 boc 4 65.1 4044 0.68 0.52 0.47 0.44

cl4boc 1 59.9 4383 0.44 0.36 0.38 0.49 0.44 0.45

cl4 moc 2 64.3 4092 0.60 0.48 0.58 0.48 0.43 0.47

cl4boc3 64.8 4313 0.56 0.51 0.53 0.51 0.46 0.48

cl4boc4 64.7 4014 0.64 0.56 0.66 0.51 0.46 0.47

cl5 boc 64.4 4057 0.63 0.57 0.56 0.53 0.48 0.46

cl5 aug 64.1 4027 0.38 0.37 0.45 0.42

cl7boc 65.0 3940 0.40 0.41 0.34 0.45 0.45

cl7 eoc 64.5 3823 0.58 0.52 0.45 0.45

cl8 boc 64.7 4043 0.56 0.62 0.42 0.55 0.52

cl8 moc 62.6 4045 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.46

c!9boc 63.7 3884 0.61 0.59 0.52 0.50

Table 6.2: Comparison Between MATSTAB and Measurements in Forsmark 1
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Figure 6.2: Validation of the Frequency for Forsmark 1
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Figure 6.3: Comparison Measurement/MATSTAB/RAMONA 3.9 for Forsmark 1
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of MATSTAB and RAMONA 3.9 for Forsmark 1
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Power case, 0 EFPH 1e0
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement C13-1 boc in Forsmark 1
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Forsmark 2

MATSTAB was validated against 11 stability measurements Forsmark 2, conducted in the

cycles 12-17. The range of operating points lay between 3800 and 4200 kg/s of core flow and

60% to 70% power (see Table 6.3). The standard deviation for all cases is 0.09 for the decay
ratio and 0.03 for the frequency. The newly released code RAMONA 5 was validated against
some of the Forsmark 2 measurements [44]. The results are also printed in Table 6.3 to show

that even the improved RAMONA code does not deliver better results than MATSTAB.

Actually, RAMONA 5 shows at the moment worse results than RAMONA 3.9. The standard

deviation for the decay ratio is 0.13.

Operating point Decay Ratio Frequency [Hz]
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CS
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cl2boc 65.0% 4083 0.46 0.48 0.44 0.42

cl3 moc 64.3% 3940 0.52 0.51 0.40 0.41

cl4 startup 65.1% 4028 0.52 0.55 0.56 0.43 0.43

cl4boc 65.0% 4026 0.46 0.50 0.47 0.44

cl4 moc 63.3% 3850 0.73 0.47 0.60 0.47 0.37

cl5 startup 64.0% 3791 0.49 0.40 0.64 0.40 0.36

cl5 moc 67.3% 4234 0.68 0.69 0.57 0.49 0.49

clöboc 64.0% 4127 0.69 0.66 0.56 0.48 0.48

cl7boc 64.4% 3948 0.30 0.38 0.53 0.41 0.41

C17 2300 64.3% 3896 0.60 0.52 0.61 0.46 0.43

cl7 moc 62.6% 3980 0.68 0.66 0.71 0.45 0.46

Table 6.3: Comparison Between MATSTAB and Measurements in Forsmark 2

Figure 6.11 and 6.12 compare the MATSTAB calculations with the values obtained from the

measurements.

If the measurement of cycle 14 moc is omitted, the deviation of MATSTAB is only 0.05 for

the decay ratio respectively 0.02 for the frequency. The RAMONA 5 results, however, do

not benefit in the same way from the omission of 14 moc. The standard deviation stays the

same.

Figure 6.15 shows, that the difference between the measurement and the calculations of

MATSTAB is larger for low core flows than it is for high flows. The reason lies in the model

for the recirculation pumps. This effect is studied in [108].
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement C13 moc in Forsmark 2
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The content of Figures 6.16-6.20 are explained in Section 6.1.2 and Chapter 5. The agree¬

ment between measured and calculated LPRM signal oscillations for Forsmark 2 is even

better than the agreement for Forsmark 1, especially cycle 14 yields very good results.

Forsmark 3

MATSTAB was validated against 13 stability measurements Forsmark 3 conducted in the

cycles 8-14. The range of operating points lay between 4200 and 5000 kg/s of core flow and

63% to 66% power (see Table 6.3).

Operating point Decay Ratio Frequency [Hz]
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C8boc 63.0 4218 0.48 0.47 0.48 0.44

C8 moc 65.0 4533 0.70 0.69 0.50 0.49

C9boc 65.0 4300 0.58 0.48 0.48 0.46

C9 moc 65.0 4240 0.76 0.75 0.54 0.51

C10 boc 64.9 4275 0.52 0.55 0.47 0.51

C10 moc 63.6 4756 0.50 0.56 0.52 0.52

C12 boc 64.6 4644 0.50 0.51 0.47 0.50

C12 moc 63.2 4965 0.44 0.51 0.51 0.54

C13 boc 64.0 4600 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.46

C13 moc 63.8 4535 0.55 0.62 0.51 0.52

C14 boc 63.7 4168 0.51 0.52 0.46 0.45

C14nov 62.2 4799 0.52 0.47 0.49 0.49

C14jan 65.1 4820 0.52 0.58 0.50 0.49

Table 6.4: Comparison Between MATSTAB and Measurements in Forsmark 3

Figure 6.21 and 6.22 compare the MATSTAB calculation with the values obtained from the

measurement. The standard deviation for all cases is 0.05 for the decay ratio and 0.02 for the

frequency.

Figures 6.23 - 6.28 show again good agreement between calculated and measured LPRM

signal oscillations. Even for detector strings with four LPRM detectors, the phase-shift is

predicted well.
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement C10 moc in Forsmark 3
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6.2.2 Oskarshamn

All the following results are taken from the MATSTAB validation report [19] prepared by
Oskarshamn. The information is added to show that MATSTAB gives good results for NPPs

which it was not tested against during the development phase. It is also noteworthy, that

the Oskarshamn people had no problems with generating the input desks for MATSTAB or

using the code in general.

Operating soint Decay Ratio Operating point Decay Ratio
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Oskarshamn 1 Oskarshamn 3

C21 75.1 2767 0.35 0.37 C10 74.7 6399 0.31 0.46

C21 75.1 2889 0.32 0.29 C10 59.8 4384 0.67 0.70

C22 74.0 2776 0.27 0.35 C10 56.4 4090 0.71 0.66

C23 74.3 2797 0.24 0.32 C10 60.2 4354 0.77 0.75

C24 75.4 2747 0.44 0.46 Cll 63.4 4425 0.72 0.76

C24 74.5 2724 0.48 0.42 Cll 60.5 4380 0.70 0.76

C12 62.7 4360 0.68 0.74

Oskarshamn 2 C12 62.5 4360 0.83 0.75

C19 85.0 3175 0.60 0.69 C13 65.3 4796 0.69 0.70

C19 82.4 2966 0.64 0.74 C13 60.5 4177 > 1 1.00

C19 78.9 2949 0.69 0.64 C13 65.0 5100 0.63 0.50

C19 83.6 3172 0.73 0.65 C14 50.0 4978 0.32 0.26

C19 80.8 3003 0.60 0.69 C14 50.0 5344 0.30 0.22

C19 78.8 2995 0.67 0.63 C14 66.2 5083 0.60-0.63 0.54

C20 80.1 2966 0.58 0.53 C14 66.0 5000 0.56-0.63 0.57

C20 81.5 3005 0.62 0.67 C14 66.8 5400 0.47 0.43

C20 79.1 3052 0.58 0.61 C14 66.2 5122 0.67 0.54

C21 91.3 2993 0.62 0.57 C14 67.0 5375 0.67 0.52

C21 78.3 3036 0.47 0.53 C15 75.0 6240 0.54 0.35

C22 82.8 3024 0.57 0.50 C15 71.0 6040 0.45 0.35

C23 70.8 2630 0.38 0.45

C23 83.7 3186 0.50 0.46

C24 85.1 3180 0.53 0.43

C25 73.3 2991 0.42 0.50

Table 6.5: Comparison Between MATSTAB and Measurements in Oskarshamn
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Oskarshamn 1

MATSTAB shows good agreement with the measurements of Oskarshamn 1 (Figure 6.29)

even though the decay ratios in general are very small. The standard deviation for all cases

is 0.06 for the decay ratio.

Oskarshamn 2

MATSTAB shows good agreement with the measurements of Oskarshamn 2 (Figure 6.30).
In cycle 19-20 the core contained only SVEA-64 fuel assemblies. In cycle 21-24 Atrium-

9 fuel was introduced, in cycle 24 and 25 Atrium-1 OB. The partial length rods introduced

with the new fuel types lead to no problems for the 3D neutronics of MATSTAB. The mea¬

surement data from Oskarshamn 2 is taken from the online stability monitor and not from a

thorough investigation of the LPRM data. This may be a reason for the slightly higher devi¬

ations when compared with Oskarshamn 1. The standard deviation is 0.07 in decay ratio.

Oskarshamn 3

MATSTAB shows good agreement with the measurements of Oskarshamn 3 up till cycle 13

(Figure 6.31). In cycle 14 the deviation is large and in cycle 15 the deviation is unreason¬

ably large. The reason for the large error in the latest two cycles is not yet understood. The

standard deviation of all measurements is 0.08 for the decay ratio.
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Figure 6.29: Validation of the Decay Ratio for Oskarshamn 1
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Figure 6.30: Validation of the Decay Ratio for Oskarshamn 2
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Figure 6.31: Validation of the Decay Ratio for Oskarshamn 3
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6.2.3 Leibstadt

A core stability test was conducted in KKL shortly after the beginning of cycle ten (see

[86] or Chapter 5 for an extensive analysis). The core contained about 51% of 10x10 lattice

SVEA-96 fuel. The remainder consisted chiefly of 8x8 lattice GE-8 and GE-10 fuel. The

range of operating points lay between 3050 and 7784 kg/s of core flow and 45% to 77%

power (see Table 6.6). As for the Forsmark and Oskarshamn cases, MATSTAB is able to

predict the decay ratios and frequencies with reasonable accuracy. The standard deviation

for all cases is 0.08 for the decay ratio and 0.02 for the frequency.
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C10 77 7784 0.22 0.07 0.09 0.63 0.60 0.66

C10 68 5078 0.44 0.42 0.46 0.60 0.52 0.57

C10 61 4464 0.53 0.56 0.57 0.54 0.47 0.52

C10 59 4010 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.50 0.44 0.48

C10 45 3050 0.97 1.02 1.03 0.47 0.42 0.45

Table 6.6: Comparison Between MATSTAB and Measurements in Leibstadt

Figures 6.32 and 6.33 compare the global mode ofthe MATSTAB calculation with the values

obtained from the measurements. If the first operating point is omitted (the DR of very

stable points is extremely hard to predict though not important for the analysis), the standard

deviation is 0.03 for the decay ratio and 0.02 for the frequency.

In contrast to the measurement series in cycle seven, which is discussed later, neither the

online monitoring system nor the post analysis indicated the appearance of regional oscilla¬

tions. However, MATSTAB predicts a significant possibility for regional oscillations in the

cycle ten measurements series. The global and the regional modes have decay ratios of sim¬

ilar size and correspond to the decay ratios measured during the experiment. Actually, the

regional decay ratios are slightly larger than the global ones (see Table 6.6). Interestingly,
the frequencies of the regional oscillations are in general closer to the measurement than

the frequencies from the global oscillations. Assuming that the MATSTAB calculations are

correct, it is astonishing, that in none of the five operating points the slightest indication for

regional oscillation were seen. One explanation is, that the signal amplitude of the regional
oscillation was much smaller than the signal amplitude of the global oscillation. This would

make it difficult to detect the regional oscillation. This problem is discussed in a paper from

Van der Hagen et al. [112] using data from a Ringhals 1 measurement in 1990.

If one compares the phases and amplitudes of the global MATSTAB solutions with the mea-
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surements (Figures 6.34-6.38), the good agreement supports the assumption, that the reactor

was oscillating in the global mode. As in the Forsmark cases, the phase is predicted more

accurate than the amplitude.
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Figure 6.32: Validation of the Decay Ratio for Leibstadt Cycle 10
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Figure 6.33: Validation of the Frequency for Leibstadt Cycle 10
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point P77F70 in Leibstadt
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Figure 6.35: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point P68F45 in Leibstadt
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Figure 6.36: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point P61F40 in Leibstadt
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point P59F37 in Leibstadt
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BOC10 Stability Test 11-SEP-93 21 21 18 1e0

Figure 6.38: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point P45F28 in Leibstadt

6.3 Regional Oscillations

The ability to foresee regional oscillations, despite all the simplifications needed for a fast

frequency-domain code, is one of MATSTABs big advantages. However, the MATSTAB

module that deals with regional oscillations is not tested and validated as thoroughly as the

global module. In addition, there are not many measurement cases available with dominating

regional oscillations. A further problem is, that MATSTAB, as all linear codes, is not able to

predict amplitudes.

MATSTAB only analyzes one operating point, therefore, the input data concerning the actual

plant status is absolutely crucial for the results of the calculation. After a stability measure¬

ment, several hundred POLCA calculations are done to follow the operating points from

startup to the measurement. This assures, that the xenon density and other time dependent

quantities are taken correctly into consideration. The measurement itself, should be per¬

formed at a fixed operating point, which can be described by a POLCA steady state calcula¬

tion.

If dominating regional oscillations occur, they can also interact with the global mode. For

example, it is possible that within a few minutes, or even seconds, the oscillation pattern

changes from global to regional and back again. To complicate things even further, the axis of
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the regional oscillation may rotate in time. This behavior may take place while the operating

point does not change significantly in power and core flow.

Therefore, MATSTAB cannot describe what happened during a measurement. However,

MATSTAB can predict for a special operating point if regional oscillations are to be ex¬

pected. MATSTAB is able to calculate not only the eigenvalue and hence the decay ratio for

the global case, but also for as many regional oscillations modes as specified. If the decay
ratio of a regional case is close to or even larger than the global one, regional oscillations are

to be expected.

This simple and obvious rule was verified for all the Forsmark measurements, where the

decay ratio of the regional case was always clearly smaller than for the global case.

6.3.1 Leibstadt

Things were very different in the case of Leibstadt during the measurements conducted in

1990 (cycle seven). The operating conditions were much less stable than in any Forsmark

measurement. During the measurements of cycle seven, regional oscillations were actually

observed, and a comprehensive report about the measurements series was written by J. Blom-

strand [12].
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C7 61.4 8466 0.20 0.53

C7 55.2 4071 0.60/0.65 0.24 0.31 0.38/0.49 0.33 0.41

C7 56.9 4077 0.92-0.99 0.36 0.58 0.58 0.43 0.48

C7 58.6 4092 0.94-0.99 0.35 0.59 0.58 0.43 0.48

C7 58.6 4087 0.99-1.01 0.44 0.61 0.58 0.47 0.48

C7 58.6 4082 1.01-1.04 0.46 0.69 0.58 0.47 0.52

C7 58.0 4066 0.96-0.99 0.44 0.61 0.58 0.47 0.48

Table 6.7: Comparison Between MATSTAB and Measurements for Leibstadt Cycle 7

For the last five operating points, MATSTAB correctly predicts the domination of the re¬

gional oscillation (55.2/4071 was actually in phase). The decay ratio of the first regional
mode is clearly larger than the decay ratio of the global mode (see table 6.7). The specific
values of the decay ratios are, however, completely wrong for the global as well as for the

regional case. The MATSTAB model of Leibstadt must be more or less correct, since it pre¬

dicts good results for cycle 10. A mistake in the regional module would explain the small
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values for the corresponding decay ratios, but could not explain the small values in the global

case, because the global module is independent from the regional module.

The most likely cause for the large deviation between calculation and measurement is a

mistake in the POLCA steady state. This assumption is supported by the fact, that not only
the decay ratio, but also the frequency of the oscillation differs from the measurement. Since

on one hand, the frequency is easy to predict, and on the other hand, the frequency is related

to the transport time of the coolant through the core, POLCA most probably calculated a

wrong steady state.

The mistake is systematically repeated in all operating points, as may be seen from the

Figures 6.39 and 6.40.

There is no big surprise in the fact, that the phasor plots in Figure 6.4Iff show also a large

disagreement between calculation and measurement.

The only way to clarify the situation, as well as the reliability of MATSTAB for regional

oscillations, will be the analysis of some regional measurements from another plant.
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Figure 6.39: Validation of the Decay Ratio for Leibstadt Cycle 7
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Figure 6.40: Validation of the Frequency for Leibstadt Cycle 7
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point 21:35 in Leibstadt
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Figure 6.42: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point 22:58 in Leibstadt
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Figure 6.43: Comparison of MATSTAB and Measurement Point 23:41 in Leibstadt
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

MATSTAB is a new computer code, able to predict global and regional power-void oscil¬

lations in a boiling water reactor. The predictions of the code are validated against stability
measurements in all three reactors in Forsmark and in Oskarshamn as well as against the

Leibstadt reactor in Switzerland. The predictions are normally very accurate for global os¬

cillations and are comparable with the results of state-of-the art transient codes.

The MATSTAB model is based on RAMONA 3B (thermal-hydraulics, thermal conduc¬

tion) and POLCA 4 (neutronics). The thermal-hydraulic part is one dimensional but multi¬

channel, with full radial resolution (each fuel assembly is modeled independently). The neu¬

tronic part is three dimensional with 25 nodes for each fuel assembly. The good agreement

between prediction and measurement justify the chosen model. However, it seems that the

model is more complex than necessary. Most thermal-hydraulic equations were copied from

RAMONA in a one-to-one manner. Since RAMONA was designed for general transient cal¬

culations, several equations could be simplified for stability calculations. The same is true

for the thermal conduction model. Especially the nodalization of the pellet and cladding
could be replaced by an analytical approach. This would reduce the number of equations in

the system matrix substantially. At the moment, nearly half of the equations originate from

the nodalization of the fuel. Nevertheless, the gain for the solution algorithm would be only

moderate, since the structure of the fuel equations is simple and allows a fast numerical

solution despite its size.

MATSTAB linearizes the set of equations and takes full advantage of sparse matrix technol¬

ogy and frequency-domain methods. With this combination, it is possible to overcome the

high memory and CPU requirements of the detailed model. Within ten minutes (with a stan¬

dard PC), it is possible to predict global oscillations and in another five minutes the decay
ratio of the regional oscillation can be predicted. The fast solution of MATSTAB is certainly
an advantage in the daily use, but also other codes like RAMONA-5 improved significantly
in speed since the development of MATSTAB. Therefore, the real benefit lies in the fact,

that MATSTAB calculates more information about the stability behavior of a BWR reactor

than just the plain decay ratio. Especially the decay ratio of the regional oscillation and the

information available from the eigenvectors are of big interest.
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Using the information available from the right and left eigenvectors, a new method is in¬

troduced to analyze the contribution of specific model sections, fuel assemblies, variables

or equations to the eigenvalue (decay ratio). The method is promising and some first, sim¬

ple examples are explored. An in-depth analysis of the numerous possibilities remains to be

done.

Putting all pieces together, the new approach chosen in MATSTAB proved to be successful.

The goals for accuracy, ease of use and speed could be met, while new ways to explore BWR

stability have been opened.

Proposals for Future Work

The following topics are good candidates for future work:

• Further development of the new method to analyze the contributions of different parts

of the model to the eigenvalue.

• Regional analysis for Ringhals

• Two-group model for the neutronics

• Simplification of the fuel model



Appendix A

The RAMONA/POLCA Model

A.l Neutron Kinetics and Power Generation

The most rigorous description of the neutron flux behavior is given by the Boltzmann trans¬

port equation. A numerical solution of this fully three dimensional problem is prohibitively

expensive in computer time and memory. Therefore the following simplifications are stan¬

dard in 3D numerical reactor models and proven to be acceptable.

• The energy dependence is characterized by two energy groups.

The border between thermal and fast neutrons is set at 1 eV such that neutrons in the

thermal group do not scatter up into the fast group.

• Using Fick's law, the transport equation is simplified into a diffusion equation.

The solution of the core neutronics requires the definition of average cross sections.

The complex geometry of a fuel assembly cannot be modeled precisely with the Dif¬

fusion equation and the coarse mesh used to calculate reactor wide data. A homoge-
nization is carried out by first obtaining a fine-mesh (2-D), multi group transport code

theory solution for the fuel cell using zero current boundary conditions. Then, flux

weighting of the multi group cross sections is performed to obtain the equivalent two-

group parameters for the homogenized fuel cell. For example, the node averaged total

cross section for energy group g is

/ dV J dE-I,t(r,E)<p(r,E)
fuelcell AEg

^ =

/ dV !dE^(r,E)
(A-1}

fuelcell AEg

where <p(r,E) is the fine mesh, multi-group flux solution for the fuel cell obtained from

detailed auxiliary calculations performed e.g. with the lattice physics code PHOENIX

[2]. AEg is the energy width of the group g. The first integration is the homogenization

procedure and the second integration is the energy averaging procedure known as
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group collapsing. All lattice code calculations are conducted in this work by the steady
state core simulators PRESTO or POLCA. MATSTAB reads the required data from

the master files generated by these steady state codes (see Figure 2.2 on page 19).

The time dependence of the delayed neutrons is characterized by 6 delayed groups.

A. 1.1 Governing Equations for Neutron Kinetics

The general diffusion theory equation is derived from the equation of continuity which states,

that the rate of change in number of neutrons is equal to the rate of production minus the

rate of absorption minus the rate of leakage of neutrons within a volume of interest. See any

reactor physics textbook for an in-depth explanation, e.g. [48].

-— = source - ^absorptions - divJ (A.2)

The neutron leakage term is obtained by applying Fick's Law.

J = -£>V(p (A. 3)

Inserting J in the equation of continuity, assuming that D is not a function of position gives

-— = DV2(p - ^absorptions + source (A.4)

The two-group equations with more detailed absorption and production terms are:

Diffusion equation for the fast neutron flux

^7~-= £>iV2(pi - (^al +2r)9l + (1 - ß) (Vi2/i9i + v2£/2(p2) + I>rfQ (A.5)
Ki dx

d

(A.6)

Diffusion equation for the thermal neutron flux

:£>2V2(p2-2:a2(p2+2:r(pi (A.7)
1 3(P2

„ „2,

V2 dx

Precursors of delayed neutrons for group d

^ = ßrf (viZ/Kpi + v2S/2(p2) - XdCd (A.8)
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A.1.2 Boundary Conditions

The core of a BWR is surrounded by the coolant which acts as a reflector for both fast and

thermal neutrons. A reflector can significantly affect the characteristics of the neutron pop¬

ulation within the core. It is therefore important to represent correctly the effects produced

by a reflector. Fick's Law is not valid in the immediate vicinity of the surface of the core,

so another approach has to be found. It would be possible to simply include the reflector as

a part of the overall reactor. However, this way is computationally costly since fine meshes

are required to represent the reflector in a finite-difference approximation. MATSTAB uses

another common approach which overcomes this problem by excluding the reflector but,

instead, applying appropriate boundary conditions at the core-reflector interfaces. The most

general approach for the two-group approximation is to use a matrix albedo a defined at the

surface of the core. The following equations originate from the model used in POLCA and

are described in detail in [52].

-wreturn
_

-tout

an 0

Ö21 «22

(A.9)

(A. 10)

The values of ay are taken from the master file of the steady state code.

A.1.3 Node Integrated Balance Equations

The nodalization of the core leads to node averaged quantities, denoted with a bar.

1

<Pi
hJlyhy J VO!"mf
A y z

ofnode

<§\dr (All)

and

\dSln__ 1_
V\ dX hxhyhr I volume

VDiV(pi<ir- ÇLai + £r)(pi„
y Z

ofnode

+ (1 - ß) (viX/i9i„ + v2S/2(p2„) + ^jXdCd
(A. 12)

for the fast neutron flux. By means of the divergence theorem, we can rewrite the volume

integral as a surface integral

1

hJlyhy J VO!Umf
A y z

ofnode

VDiVcpidr :

1

hxhvhz J^rfaee
A y z

ofnode

DkYsidA

b
1

/ ,
~, "l,nm

m=l n»m
(A. 13)
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Where n is the number of the node and m is one of its neighbors. The node integrated balance

equations for the node n therefore look as follows.

1 d(0 ^ 1

TT-p1 = - X 7—Jl,»m - (S«l +Zr)9l» + (1 ~ ß) (ViE/l(j>i„ + V2S/2(p2„)
1 m=l nm

+ ZjXdCd
(A. 14)

1 J(p2» ^r l
t v

-

, v
-

—

— 2-i I J2,nm
—

La2S>2n + LrSln
V2 dx ~.

hnmm=l

aL^dn

dx
ßrf (viE/-i(pi„ + v2S/2(p2„) - XdCtdn

(A. 15)

(A. 16)

The expression relating the node interface net currents to the average fluxes of the adjacent
nodes is

~j "g,nm =-^g,nniYl,fl Ig,nraYl,ffl \^-'')
nnm

where hnm is the extension of node n in the nm direction. The complete derivation is found

in [52],[48]. The coupling coefficients are given by

1 l,nm
—

, 2
V '-'In V '-'lm Qm $m

^l,nm — »2 V I" V "lm Qn$n
"x

Rn

fl:

Rn

fl:

•y
t^-nm /~K F~K

1 2,nm
—

,2 » '-'2n V '-'2m Qm $m F<x

"x

_

2 D\nD\r
-^T,«r — n jï, , jï, ?«^'«

X2»m — —pry T)2n VT)2m ansnra
hi

h2rDi„+Dir

Yi „r
= 0

X2 »r
— T7T-

A2

CiL
£>2„Z)2r

D2n+D2r (J_+J_WJ--|-J-
A» Ar 7 VA» Ar

*?« ^« '"o«

Y2 „r
= 0

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

(A.24)

(A.25)

where

Node size ratios Knm 1

K-nm n2

Rnr = 0

m points in x,y-direction

m points in z-direction

m points to reflector
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Infinite multiplication factor

Thermal diffusion length

I
_

ßViS/i+rI„V2S/2
A-oo p s»l

ß = l-ß+x*l&
A = A.

z2
=
A

% A

,9.
_

Ä?

h2

A2 =

l/2fc--l

°1 4' A+A

A2 =
3/2l+X

°2 4l L2

h =i-\b\

s„ =l + f*î

f2 =b2-Cp(b2-h)

D0=Data

f>
_ til

^lr 4 1+a

f)
=

nnr l—ayi
U^r 4 1+Ö22

p
_ _8 o21

^21 /w (l-an)(l-a22)

». = 21
r»

(Pi

A.1.4 Prompt Jump Approximation

The time derivative of the fast and the thermal flux are both set to zero, which means that

the left hand side of A. 14 and A. 15 are set to zero.

0 =
2-, Xl,nm +^al +^r
m=l

Sln+ X Yl,nmSln
m=l

+ (1 - ß)(viX/i9i„ + v2S/2(p2„) - y^XdC,dn

(A.26)

0 = 2-i ^-2,nm ^r

m=l

Sin + 2-1 ^2,nmSlm ~ ^a2(p2«
m=l

(A.27)
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The prompt jump approximation is valid, if the life time of a neutron is much smaller than

the studied phenomena. Physically it is an immediate adaption of the neutron flux to pertur¬

bations.

The life time of some precursors is much closer to the time a density wave needs to pass

the reactor than the neutron life time and, therefore, significant. The time derivative of the

precursors may not be set to zero. Nevertheless it is possible to simplify equation A. 16

without much loss in accuracy.

Equation 2.25 describes the time dependence of a state variable. For the variable Q(x) it

reads as follows.
_

Cdn(^) =cdneX% ,d=\,...,6 (A.28)

Where Cd„ is a scalar and not time dependent. Equation A. 16 may now be written as follows.

aCdn@

dx
= ßd(viX/Kpi„ + v2S/2(p2„) - XdCdn (A.29)

It is now possible to carry out the derivation with respect to time. This transforms the differ¬

ential equation into a algebraic equation.

'XCdn = ßd(ViX/iSin + V2£/2(p2„) - XdCdn (A.30)

Cdn is depending on X which actually is unknown. Therefore the starting guess of X is used

to calculate Q„. This simplification is good enough, as long as the starting guess for X is

reasonable. The draw back is however, that X is complex and therefore the matrix A becomes

complex too. It remains to mention that this equation is used for the POLCA model as well

as for the RAMONA model.

Inserting A.31 into A.26 yields

Cdn = .
\ (ViZ/l9i„+V2Z/12^2W) (A.31)

K — Kd

Inserting A.31 into A.26 yields

0 =

+ ß(ViX/i9i„-r-V22/2^2H

6

/ , 2*-l,nm t ^al ~T^r

m=l

_

6
_

Sln+ X Yl,«m(pl„
m=l (A.32)

where

ß = i-ß+X^rf (A-33)
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Solving A.27 for (p2„ yields

S2n
|£r-Xm=lX2)j

-d2

Sln +
£m=lY2,;

-d2

Sin (A.34)

Inserting the solution into A.32 leads to

0 =

and

X Xl,«m +£al +^r — ßVlX/1 — ßV2£/2
m=l -a2

+

Cl«

6
-,

V6 V,

XV x R„ V ^m=l x2,nm

*l,nm + PV22./2 (plK
m=\ az-

jt=l(^l,nm+\V-^^2,nm)Sl
2^m=lV^}-,nm +P 5; ^2,nm) —^al(k<x> — 1) m=l

2-1 AnlnSlm

Sin

(A.35)

(A. 36)

A.1.5 Linearization

Linearizing the neutronics means to linearize A.36.

dSln
.
-

,

dSln
K ,

dSln
.,

A(pi„ = ^-^—Acpim + -^—Aa + -4r-At
da dtdSlm

X
— -r-, [Anm(0C +AOCJ — Anm(0CJJ(pim

A„mAcpim + 2, : Aa

m=l m=l

6

Aa

^i [Anm(f + AfJ Anm(f)J(pim

m=l
At

(A.37)

To calculate A.37 one needs to know Di,D2,£ai,£a2,£r,Vi£/i,v2£/2,Vi and v2 for a,a +

Aa, t and for t + At. These values are calculated with the help of the tables generated for

the steady state core simulator. The tables are stored in the master file, and therefore avail¬

able without problems. Therefore the linearization with respect to the void and temperature

dependence is done numerically.

A.1.6 Power Generation

MATSTAB takes into account the fact, that the fission energy is deposited as thermal energy

both inside the fuel pellet where the fission takes place and outside the pellet due to neutron

slowing down and gamma ray attenuation.

The total power generation rate in the fuel is

$" = K ( 1 -H (0,oo) ) ÇLfl 9l„ + S/2(p2„) (A.38)
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where #(0,°°) = 0.07 and K = 3.2 • 1011 Joule/Fission.

The thermal flux in A.38 is eliminated with the help of A.34.

K(1-H(0,°°))

Aqnty\n +
Aqmty\

2/1 + TT- I ^r — X ^2,«m
m=l

qm^Ylm

£ 6
_

'

9l« + y— X ^2,nmSlm
Aj2 m=i (A.39)

A. 1.7 Linearization

The linearization of A.39 reads as follows.

A _,„ dq"'
A
_ dq7"

A
_

dq"'
A

dq"'
A

A4" = ^Acpi„ + ^—Acpim +
-2-

Aa + -3-
Af

d(pi„ d(pim da df

A9„A(pi„ + A?mA(pim

Ag„(a + 8a)- A9„(a)
+

ôa
(pi„Aa

A(?m(a + ôa)-A(?m(a)-

+

ôa

Aqn(t + k)-Aqn(t)
Of

(pi„Af

A^^f + OfJ Aqm(t) —

H ÖT 9lmA'

(A.40)
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A.2 Modeling of Thermal Conduction

Associated with each neutronic node is an average fuel pin for which the thermal energy

source and heat conduction are calculated. The calculated average fuel temperature feeds

back into the neutronics (Doppler effect) and the calculated heat flux from the cladding
surface enters the hydraulics calculations.

A.2.1 Field Equation of Thermal Conduction

The thermal energy storage and conduction in the fuel pins, consisting of the fuel pellets,
of the gas gap between pellet and cladding and of the fuel cladding is modeled with the

following assumptions.

• Fuel and cladding are rigid, retaining their cylindrical geometries. Possible variations

in time of the gas gap width can be taken into account by a temperature dependent gap

conductance.

• The volumetric heat generation q"J is uniformly distributed over the fuel pellet cross

section. Gamma heat generation in the gas gap and the cladding is ignored.

• Axial and azimuthal conduction is negligible

• The thermal properties like heat capacity, conductivity etc. can be represented with

the correlations stated below.

The general form of the heat conduction equation

pc^-=V(kVt)+q'" (A.41)
dX

is formulated for the fuel and for the cladding separately. After neglecting axial and az¬

imuthal conduction the equation looks as follows.

Pellet:

Mf% = lrl;(*%)+*" >^r<Rf >*><> <A-42)

with the boundary conditions

dtf
dr

dtf

= 0
,
for all x

r=0

kfdr

(A.43)

r=Rf

= k-f[tc(Rc,)-tf(Rf)} ,
for all x
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Cladding:

(P^§ = |:fê) ,r=Ra<r<Rco,x>0 (AM)

with the boundary conditions:

^|; =k-f[tc(Rci)-tf{Rf)\ ,r = Rc„ for allx

-kc-f- =hc [tc(Rco) -tfi] ,r = Rco for allX

"gp

convective heat transfer for forced convection (Dittus Boelter)

convective heat transfer for nucleate boiling (Jens-Lotte)

(A.45)

dr

Following correlations are implemented:

volumetric heat capacity of the fuel

(pc)f = ci+ c2tf + c3t} + c4t} + est} (A.46)

volumetric heat capacity of the cladding

(pc)c = c7 (A.47)

thermal conductivity for the fuel

kf = —^— (A.48)
l+C9-tf

thermal conductivity for the cladding

kc = cio (A.49)

thermal conductance of the gas gap

k„

{cu+cn-tf + cu-tj^cu} (A.50)

1 Mf

with tf= — 2\\\tf,i (A.51)
Mf\~i

h
"c,forced convection

— ~T'^Nu (A.JZJ
a„

"c,nucleate boiling
— (A.JjJ
W
—

hat
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Pellet
Gas

Gap Cladding

Zone 1 2
... Mf 1

... Mc

ô Ar„ Ar„ Ar„
+-+—^—°^+—-

Figure A.l: Nodalization Scheme for the Heat Conduction in the Fuel Rod

A.2.2 Discretization

The fuel pin is radially divided into Mf fuel zones, a gas gap and Mc cladding zones. Fuel

zones have the same volume, cladding zones the same thickness.

After long calculations (done explicitly in [114]) one derives

Pellet:

dFfi 4Mf
dx Rj(pc

f\V-Jf
-kf (tf,2) 7= 1- 7—-

V2 (pc, f

(A.54)

dtft, AMf
dx Rj(pc)f

kAff,'
Qv-i - tf,i

j fPî
i-i V i-i

-kf(tf^
tf,l-tf,l+l

^i+ï A-i

+
If

(Pc)f

(A.55)

/ = 2,...,M/-1

dt
fMf

AMf

dx R}(pc)f
kf(tfMf

tfMf-l ~ tfMf

Mf-1
~

Mf-2

Mf-1

Rf(tfMf ~ fc,l)

'£_ i
25

, Ar,

kf(tf(Rf))
"•"

kgp
^

kc

+

Ô7"

(PC)f

(A. 56)
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with the pellet surface temperature

«/(W1-^

tf(Rf) = rAR^~FfMf)+tfMf (A.57)

Cladding:

M/y 1 25 , Arc

kf(tf(Rf))
"•"

kgp
^

kc

- - tfMf-tCti
dtc,l

=k
tc,2-tc,l

|
(pc)e^rc

(A 58)
dx c(pc)c(Arc)2 „J, /7TN

J' > _i_ A. i an
l u "T -itkf(tf(Rf))
'

kgp
'

2fe

"fcj
_

K fc,y + l ~2fç,y +^c,y-l ..

-Qs

dx
-kc

(Arc)2(pc)c
{A^}

j = 2,...,Mc-l

dtcMe
=

hc(tw-tfi) ^tcMc-tcMc-i
dx (pc)cArc

c

(pc)c(Arc)2

A.2.3 Linearization

The effort to linearize equations A.54-A.56, A.58 -A.60 analytically is not worth the benefit

in time. Therefore the equations are linearized numerically with respect to tftl,tCtl,q'" and

the system pressure P. However, these equations are much more detailed than effectively

necessary. They are part of the legacy of RAMONA. A simpler set of equations as used in

other codes as NUFREQ [79] could be solved analytically and would tidy up this part of

MATSTAB. Even though the six differential equations for the fuel contribute quite a large
number of equations the system matrix As, they do not lead to any numerical difficulties

because of their weak spatial coupling.

The implemented equations read as follows.

Mf dtf Mc dtf dtf dtf

*r> = X g^A, + X trAt^+w^"+w^ (A-61)
j=i atf,j j=i °'c»y a(if ar

Mf If Mc -j, -j, -j,

^ = x gators + X tr^+S^'+-t^ (A-62)
j=l alf,J j=l a'c,J aaf °r
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A.3 Modeling of Thermal-Hydraulics

The thermal-hydraulic model of MATSTAB (RAMONA) is a

- four-equation
- non-homogeneous
- non-equilibrium
- one-dimensional

- two-phase flow

model with constitutive equations for thermodynamic state variables. Thermal non-equilibrium
between the phases is accounted for by allowing the liquid in a two-phase mixture to depart
from saturated conditions, while the vapor is assumed to be at saturation. Hydrodynamic

non-equilibrium, i.e. un-equal velocities of the two phases, is introduced via a slip correla¬

tion.

The following assumptions are made

• MATSTAB describes the coolant flows in the pressure vessel, using a single recircu¬

lation loop and a single steam line representative for all steam lines and recirculation

loops respectively.

• The models allow for the liquid phase to be sub-cooled or saturated, but they restrict

the vapor to saturation conditions.

• The flow parameters are assumed to be uniform over a cross section

• Averages of products are set equal to products of averages

• The spatial variation of pressure P is ignored for all thermo-physical property calcu¬

lations and in the mass and energy balances, but in the momentum balance the axial

pressure variation is accounted for.

• Flow channels in the core, downcomer and recirculation loop are of constant cross-

section Ac.

Thermodynamic variables are determined at the saturated state corresponding to the sys¬

tem pressure (except the properties of sub-cooled water), and they are calculated as rational

functions of pressure A.71 through A. 80. The compressibility and thermal expansion of the

liquid are approximated by that of saturated liquid. The following description of the TH-

model is very brief, because no major changes to the RAMONA model are introduced. The

interested user may consult [114] for a complete derivation.
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A.3.1 Governing Equations for the Thermal-Hydraulics

The thermal-hydraulic models in MATSTAB are based on the following four conservation

equations [45] for mixture momentum, vapor mass, liquid mass and mixture energy.

Mixture momentum balance

The one-dimensional, area-averaged mixture momentum balance is

^4[„^+ (l-„)Pl^ =-f-fclWl«^ (A.63)

where the mixture mass flux Gm in the axial direction is

Gm = {apgWg + (\-a)piwi) (A.64)

The symbols fi, O^ and d„ designate the single-phase Darcy friction factor, computed as if

the mixture were flowing as a liquid, the two phase flow friction multiplier and the hydraulic
diameter of the channel, wetted by the fluid. The symbol gz is the gravitational acceleration

component in the negative z-direction.

Phasic mass balances for saturated vapor and liquid

The phasic mass balances

--(apg) + V(pgjg)=rv (A.65)

^[(l-a)p/]+V(p/j/) = -rK (A.66)

are used in the form of the mixture volumetric flux divergence.

V/m = Vjg + Vji = V(awg) + V((l - a)Wl)

= 1 v

P/Pg

aDgpg 1-aAp; (A.67)

pg Dx p/ Dx

where
jy

is the substantial derivative J^ + W/tJ;, k = l,g

Mixture energy conservation

t- [apgUg + (1 - a) p/w/] + — [apghgWg + (1 - a) p/A/w/] = ^ + (1 - a) q'" (A.68)
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A.3.2 Differential Equations

Pressure

As stated in the assumptions above, local pressure differences and acoustical effects are

disregarded. A single system pressure Psyst is defined

<P}syst = 77-^7-/ PdV (A69)
Vi + V2 Jvi+v2

as the pressure, averaged over the volume V\ of liquid and the volume F2 of two phase
mixture and pure vapor, as shown in figure A.2.

The time rate of change of (P)syst is computed by integrating the liquid part of A. 67 over V\

and the two phase part of A. 67 over F2. In the resultant equations, one replaces the volume

integrals of V/m by surface integrals and recognizes the continuity of the volumetric flux j
at all locations of flow discontinuity and at moving interfaces. By adding up the two equa-

(p)
tions and solving for the time-derivative d ^", one reaches after tedious calculations, done

explicitly in [114] pages 125ff

d<rht„
^w+(^v+/^wr

'syst
_

V2

(A 70)
dx

1 «£+a-«)S
V!+V2

where p[ = ^p/ and (Aj)pw is the contribution to pressure rise from the feed-water injec¬
tion. (Aj)sL is the vapor volumetric flow rate entering the steam line, tending thereby to

reduce the pressure change rate. The last term accounts for the effects of phase change.

The thermal properties of the coolant tsat,pf,pi,pg,pm, hfg ,cpj,ug,ui, hg and /?/ are fitted as

functions in (P)syst.

WP) = I>pl/Xbipl (A-71)
1=0 I i=0

pm = %a,t\atr%b,t\at (A.72)
1=0 I 1=0

1=2

P/(P) = P/ + Xa'pl(ti"t-t) (A.73)
1=0

1=5 I 1=3

pg(p) = Xa'W X*'C (A-74)
1=0 1 1=0

pm(P)=apg + (l-a)p/ (A.75)

1=3 j 1=4

A/g(p) = Zfl'W X*'C (A-76)
1=0 I 1=0
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+JC V2 Two-Phase Mixture and

Single-Phase Vapor Region

Vn'SEagla-Piii»
îlqtââ"Rsg)SB

Figure A.2: Integration Regions for System Pressure
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1=4 j 1=3

CA/(P) = Xfl'fW XÔ'4f
1=0 I 1=0

Mg(P)=Vg + P(1/pf-l/Pg)+Cp,l(tSat-t°

ul(P)=cPtl(tl-t°at)hg
hi =M/ + P/pi

= Wg + P/Pg

(A. 77)

(A. 78)

(A. 79)

(A. 80)

As a result one can eliminate the implicit pressure dependence stemming from the properties
in the momentum balance A.63 and decouple it form the mass and energy balances.

Closed-Contour Momentum Balance

To obtain the closed contour momentum balance for a typical contour Çiin figure 3.3 on

page 27 through the j-th core flow channel, MATSTAB divides the contour into Ns straight

segments of constant flow cross section A, and length L,. We denote the segment average of

the ith segment by

< • >,= — / -dz
L; Jo

A typical segment is shown in figure A.3

(A.81)

Junction i-1 Junction i

i-1

A
i-i

Normal Flow

1 2
Segment i

Cross-Section A

• •

i+1

1 2 a
i+1

^

Figure A.3: Notations for Contour Integration of the Momentum Balance

By integrating the momentum balance equation A.63 separately for each one of the Ns seg¬

ments in the ]th contour through the ]th core channel, one obtains Ns segment-averaged mo¬

mentum balances.
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L1d<^m>1={P+[apgw^ + (l-a)p1wf]};12-{P+[apgw^ + (l-a)p1wf]};1
dx

,U < Pm >i
1 /"L'flO^

, ,

-Gm\Gm dz

2dh)i Jo pi

(A. 82)

Next, one adds up the Ns equations for the ]th flow contour to obtain a single, ordinary
differential equation for the time rate of change of momentum along the closed contour with

index j.

d d Ns Ns

j-Mj
=
- 2lL,(Gm) = ^{P+ wgGg + wlGl}]

N,

Xgz,/(pm)/Li + 7: X+77- / LGm|Gm|dz
,~1 l

\=1 dh,i J0 Pi

(A.83)

The pressure differences across the junction with index i (Figure. A.3) are eliminated with

the aid of the jump condition given by

P,,i +
2
[Gm + GgWg], = P!>2 + - [Gm + Ggwg}2 + ^i2- [Gm + GgWg]^ (A.84)

and therefore

{P + wgGg + wiGi}] = -{[wgGg + wiGi}2

[wgGg + wiGi}± -^n[wgGg + wiGi]Am,n}
(A.85)

A. 85 applies to all junctions, except across the mixing throat in the jet pump designated by

i=JT, there

A{V + wlGl}JT=AVjT (A. 86)

A.83 can now be written as

dM

dx

Ns

1=1

1 ru fi<S>23
= AVjT - 2Z { gz,i(Pm% + ^7- /_ JJ-ZLGm\Gm\dz

2<4,z Jo p/

1 Ns

+ 2X [wgGg + wlGl]2-[wgGg + wiGi]l 1+1^1 Ê12

(A. 87)

The four summands are the pump head, the gravitational head, the frictional pressure loss

and the sum of the singular pressure losses (area changes, spacers) along the path.
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Mixture Energy

Integrating A.68 over the cell volume Vk and introducing

umpm = (l — a)piui + apgUg (A. 88)

leads to

d \UmPm)k

dx
= (hgWg + hlWl)k_l-(hgWg + hlWl)k

+ [{q>w)k + {A(l-a)q>;>)k]Vfk
(A.89)

Steam Mass

By integrating A.65 over the k-th computational cell, assuming a uniform vapor density and

using the divergence theorem one obtains

d(mg)k
dx

= (Tv)kAV + (Wg)k_l-(Wg)k (A.90)

A.3.3 Algebraic Equations

Mixture Volumetric Flow

The integral of A. 67 over the coolant volume in the vessel yields

Aj (z)jmj (z) =A(z+oremlet)jmj (z+oremlet) +Oy (z) (A.91)

with

Zcore inlet
= \^core inlet + e) (A.92)

and the volume expansion

°y(z)= J Aj[-p-^g-Tv-p-g^—tr^7
^coreinlet

dz (A. 93)
j

and in the finite difference approximation

O = Fyrv^-^ + Wgtk-i + Whk-i (A.94)
p/Pg \Pg,k Pg,k-iJ \Pi,k Pi,k-i.
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Slip

MATSTAB treats non-homogeneous two-phase flow, i.e. unequal velocities of the phases
with a slip correlation.

Wg = Swi + w° (A.95)

This relates the vapor velocity wg with the liquid velocity w/, using the Bankoff-Malnes

correlation.

s =£k a<cL-Ccut

S =c2-c3(a-c4) cmax > a > cx -ccut (A.96)

"J = ^max f
—

Cmax

with the vapor void fraction

a=
(

Mg
, (A.97)

Phasic Velocity

From A.67 and A.95 one derives the phasic velocities

=

^ + (i-«K
(A-98)

l + a(S-l)

Jm
~ 0W°

l + a(S-l)
Wi=,Jm~T\, (A.99)

Mass Flow Rate

Wg=ApgagWg (A. 100)

Wl=A(l-a)piwl (A.101)

Vapor Generation Rate

The vapor generation rate is computed in two parts

ry = rv + r> (A. 102)
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The first part accounts for evaporation due to heat transfer from the wall to the liquid phase.
The second part accounts for mass transfer (evaporation or condensation) due to heat transfer

between the phases.

q'w/A
"V = r ^EJ~. 7T (A. 103)

hfg + Cp>l [(tsat -tl) fg + l2 ('* - tsat) [fg ~ 1

The three terms in the denominator correspond to the heat of evaporation, necessary heating
of sub-cooled liquid and removal of energy by the liquid which is returned from the boundary

layer to the bulk of liquid.

I> = Cl+C2,a(1~a) l(ti-tsat)+c3 \tl-tsat\] (A.104)
"fg

The three state variables q'w,ti and tw introduced in A. 103 are given in their final form. A

detailed derivation can again be found in [114]

Linear Heat Generation Rate:

q'w = (tyc) (tw - tfl) - (£,Ü)lb (tfi - tlb) (A. 105)

where t, is the heated perimeter. The second term in A. 105 accounts for the bypass.

Liquid Temperature:

tl = tsat + -j, x (A. 106)
(l-a)p/cA/

Equation A. 106 is an implicit definition of the liquid temperature because p/ and ug depen¬
dent themselves on f/.

Wall Temperature:

tw = tc (Rco) = tfi + tc^ChJll (A. 107)

2kc
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A.3.4 Linearization

Pressure

The linearization of the system pressure A 70 becomes

A(P)syst = %^A(P)syst +^Arv+ ^lAti
3P arv 3ti

LA(P)syst + —T

"Pg

Pl-Pg

PlPgVkj9(P)syst
-Arv

+
rvvkl

Pg

I

pi
-

^2

pi

agPi + (l-a)pi -(g-lJapMap

V
.Pi
a^P/ + (l-a)P;

3{P)

^

9p;

3f/
At,

(A 108)

The value of gpsyst A(P)syst is derived numerically while
-^ comes easily from A 73

Momentum Balance

The linearization of the momentum balance A 83 becomes

.,.
dMin 3MA dMA 3M

A„r
3M

A„r

*" =

»AP + a?Ao+ *rA"+w;AW|+aw;AW^

This linearization is done numerically due to the complexity of A 83

(A 109)

Mixture Energy

The linearization of the mixture energy A 89 becomes

dumpm dumpm dumpm dumpm
AwAumpm =

r
AP +

r

Ati + AWi,k + — AWi)k_:
oP oti dw^k oWi^-i

,
dumpm dumpm dumpm / dumpm

+

lm^AW<*
+
»v^-+us-A«»'+ HJT1

= -hitkAWitk + hitk-iAWitk-i -hgtkAWgtk + hgtk-iAWgtk-i

:
Vk Af , jr /I „A*J 17 Jll K„.

^Aq'w + Vk(\- a)Aq'w
-

F^f'Aa

(A110)

%^ and %^ is neglected
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Steam Mass

The linearization of the steam mass A. 90 becomes

a dntgk.- drrigk dmgk
Am-k

=

arv Arv+dt-kAWg'k+äWsTi**8*-1
= VkArv-AWgtk + AWgtk-i

(Alll)

Mixture Volumetric Flux

The linearization of the volumetric mixture flux A.67 becomes

AAjm=A(z+oremlet)AJm(zi
coreinlet >

30 30 30
+ -—Arv +— AWg^-i+^r. AWhk-i (km^3rv dWgtk-i

s'

dWhk-i (A. 112)

= Vk9-^ATVJJ—L-) AW.k-1 + U l-) AWg,k-i
P/Pg \Pi,k Pi,k-iJ \Pg,k Pg,k-iJ

^ and ^ is neglected.

Slip

The linearization of the slip A. 96 becomes

AS =fAa
1
^rAa a<

c\ —cc-

(Cl-a)*""
^-^ *-<*

(A. 113)
= —^Aa cmax > a > c\ — ccut

— u a ^_ cmax

Phasic Velocity

The linearization of the gas velocity A. 98 becomes

dwg
k

dwg
k

dwg
k _,

Awg = —^Aa + -zr-Z-A]m + —gAS
da djm dS

(A 114)
_Wg(i-S)-w0 S Jm-wga

l + a(S-l) a+l + a(5-l) Jm+l + a^-l)
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Mass Flow Rate

The linearization of the liquid mass flow rate A. 101 becomes

ATT/
3^AD

,

3WU
,

3W1aC
,

3W1a+
,

3W1a-

AWi
=

"ttT
AP + ^7-A« + -^?r

AS + --—Atl + -^—Ajm
dP da dS dti djm

= A(l-a)w^AP
[1 + a(S-l)]w0-(jm-a.w°)(S-l)

A„
" 9lA

[l + a(S-l)P
Aa

A{1 a)Pl[l + a(S-l)]2AS

+A(\-a)wi-^Ati

+
-4(1~«)P/

A/+
l + a(S-l)

^

The linearization of the gas mass flow rate A. 100 becomes

>„,

oWRkn dWgA dWgA
A^g = -^fAP + -TT-^Aa + ^T-^Awg

s
3P 3a dw„

ë

= ^4awg-^AP + ApgWgAa + AapgAwg

Vapor Generation Rate

(A. 115)

(A. 116)

The linearization of the vapor generation rate A. 102 becomes

Arv = ^AP + f^Aa + ^Ati + |*At* + |*fAq^ (A. 117)
dP da dti dtw dq„

This linearization is done numerically due to the complexity of A. 102.

Linear Heat Generation Rate

The linearization of the linear heat generation rate A. 105 becomes

A^#Ap+IS+tA*
='f^r

_

<A118)

-+- yW^lc,boil -+ <^nCtnonbo,i)l\tw Ç"c,«o«fto!/'-^f/

The first term is linearized numerically due to the manyfold dependence on P.
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Liquid Temperature

The linearization of the liquid temperature A. 106 becomes

dt,
,

dti
, ^

3ti
,

3ti
Af/ = ^Af/,0 + ^AP + ^Aa+ ^^Aumpm (A. 119)

df/)0 3P 3a 3umpm

This linearization is done numerically for all parts. The work of doing this by hand does not

correspond to the benefits.

Wall Temperature

The linearization of the wall temperature A. 107 becomes

Atw = |^Af0)W + ^AP + ^-Atc,Mc +1=Ati (A. 120)
ofo,w oP dtC)MC dti

Also this linearization is done numerically for all parts due to the same reasons as above.

A.4 The Numerical Linearization

The implemented numerical scheme to linearize numerically is very simple. The equation
is evaluated once for the steady state and once with one parameter slightly disturbed. The

linearization of g(a) with respect to a is therefore

g(a + ôa)-g(a)
oa

The size of ôa is chosen so small, that a small change in ôa would not change Ag(a). Using
A. 121 is very fast, though not elegant.
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Appendix B

Detailed Structure of the Matrix A^

MATSTAB uses vectors to store thermal-hydraulic or neutronic properties Each entry in a

given vector represents the property in a corresponding node Vectors that contain thermal-

hydraulic properties are larger than vectors that contain neutronic properties since the nodes

outside of the core are also included The total number of nodes is dependent on the size of

the reactor and on the number of nodes used to describe the outer part of the core (e g steam

dome, downcomer, etc ) The number of nodes outside the core are chosen as explained in

Figure 3 4 For the sake of simplicity real numbers for the Leibstadt NPP with half core case

symmetry are used The GE-6 reactor of Leibstadt uses 648 fuel assemblies The channels

are numbered according to Table B 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 30

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 60

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 118

119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 146

147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 172

173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 196

197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 220

221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 242

243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 262

263 264 265 266 267 268 269 280

281 282 283

297

284

298

309

285

299

310

286

300

311

319

296

308

318

324

Table B 1 MATSTAB Numbering Scheme for the Channels in a Half-Core Case
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Table B.2 and B.3 describe the structure and numbering scheme for neutronic as well as

thermal-hydraulics vectors.

Section First Node Last Node Number of Nodes

Node 1-25 of Channel 1 1 25 25

Node 1-25 of Channel 2 26 50 25

Node 1-25 of Channel 324 8076 8100 25

Table B.2: MATSTAB Numbering Scheme for the Neutronic Representation of the Core

Section First Node Last Node Number of Nodes

Steam Dome 1 1 1

Entry Node DC 1 2 2 1

Downcomer 1 3 8 6

Entry Node DC 2 9 9 1

Downcomer 2 10 15 6

Entry Node LP 1 16 16 1

Lower Plenum 1 17 18 2

Entry Node LP 2 19 19 1

Lower Plenum 2 20 22 3

Entry Nodes CH 1-324 23 346 324

Entry Node Bypass 347 347 1

Node 1 CH 1-324 348 671 324

Node 1 Bypass 672 672 1

Node 2 CH 1-324 673 996 324

Node 2 Bypass 997 997 1

Node 25 CH 1-324 8148 8471 324

Node 25 Bypass 8472 8472 1

Entry Node Riser 8473 8473 1

Riser 8474 8478 5

Table B.3: MATSTAB Numbering Scheme for the Thermal-Hydraulic Representation of the

Reactor

Besides the structure of the vectors, it is also necessary to know how many thermal-hydraulic
and neutronic state variables are foreseen to be implemented. The quantity of these variables

defines the number of equations used in each node. The matrix was originally designed
for 13 thermal-hydraulic and 12 neutronic variables. Even though some of these variables

are no longer necessary, the matrix structure was never changed. During the construction

phase of the matrix, the corresponding rows and columns are filled with zeros. During the

iterative solution phase however, the empty rows and columns are omitted. In addition to the

13 times 8478 and 12 times 8100 equations there is one equation for the system pressure,

two equations for the pump dynamics and 325 equations for the distribution of the core
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flow into 324 channels an the bypass. This adds up to 13x8478+12x8100+1+2+325=207742

equations.

Table B.4 shows the ordering of the equations in the matrix A,,.

Section First Row Last Row Number of Rows

TH Section

System Pressure 1 1 1

Steam Dome 2 14 13

Entry Node DC 1 15 27 13

Downcomer 1 28 105 78

Entry Node DC 2 106 118 13

Downcomer 2 119 196 78

Entry Node LP 1 197 209 13

Lower Plenum 1 210 235 26

Entry Node LP 2 236 248 13

Lower Plenum 2 249 287 39

Entry Nodes CH 1-324 288 4499 4212

Entry Node Bypass 4500 4512 13

Node 1 CH 1-324 4513 8724 4212

Node 1 Bypass 8725 8737 13

Node 2 CH 1-324 8738 12945 4212

Node 2 Bypass 12946 12958 13

Node 25 CH 1-324 105913 110124 4212

Node 25 Bypass 110125 110137 13

Entry Node Riser 110138 110150 13

Riser 110151 110215 65

Flow Distribution Model Core 110216 110539 324

Flow Distribution Model Bypass 110540 110540 1

Pump (driving flow) 110541 110541 1

Pump (pressure drop) 110542 110542 1

Neutronic Section

Node 1-25 of Channel 1 110543 110842 300

Node 1-25 of Channel 2 110843 111142 300

Node 1-25 of Channel 324 207443 207742 300

Table B.4: MATSTAB Numbering Scheme in the Matrix A, for the Leibstadt Reactor
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Section First Row Last Row Number of Rows

TH Section

System Pressure 1 1 1

Steam Dome 2 14 13

Entry Node DC 1 15 27 13

Downcomer 1 28 79 52

Entry Node DC 2 80 92 13

Downcomer 2 93 196 104

Entry Node LP 1 197 209 13

Lower Plenum 1 210 235 26

Entry Node LP 2 236 248 13

Lower Plenum 2 249 313 65

Entry Nodes CH 1-338 314 4707 4394

Entry Node Bypass 4708 4720 13

Node 1 CH 1-338 4721 9114 4394

Node 1 Bypass 9115 9127 13

Node 2 CH 1-338 9128 13521 4394

Node 2 Bypass 13522 13534 13

Node 25 CH 1-338 110489 114882 4394

Node 25 Bypass 114883 114895 13

Entry Node Riser 114896 114908 13

Riser 114909 114960 52

Flow Distribution Model Core 114961 115298 338

Flow Distribution Model Bypass 115299 115299 1

Pump (driving flow) 115300 115300 1

Pump (pressure drop) 115301 115301 1

Neutronic Section

Node 1-25 of Channel 1 115302 115601 300

Node 1-25 of Channel 2 115602 115901 300

Node 1-25 of Channel 338 216402 216701 300

Table B.5: MATSTAB Numbering Scheme in the Matrix As for Forsmark 1 and 2



Section First Row Last Row Number of Rows

TH Section

System Pressure 1 1 1

Steam Dome 2 14 13

Entry Node DC 1 15 27 13

Downcomer 1 28 66 39

Entry Node DC 2 67 79 13

Downcomer 2 80 144 65

Entry Node LP 1 145 157 13

Lower Plenum 1 258 183 26

Entry Node LP 2 184 196 13

Lower Plenum 2 197 222 26

Entry Nodes CH 1-350 223 4772 4550

Entry Node Bypass 4773 4785 13

Node 1 CH 1-350 4786 9335 4550

Node 1 Bypass 9336 9348 13

Node 2 CH 1-350 9349 13898 4550

Node 2 Bypass 13899 13911 13

Node 25 CH 1-350 114298 118847 4550

Node 25 Bypass 118848 118860 13

Entry Node Riser 118861 118873 13

Riser 118878 118925 52

Flow Distribution Model Core 118926 119275 350

Flow Distribution Model Bypass 119276 119276 1

Pump (driving flow) 119277 119277 1

Pump (pressure drop) 119278 119278 1

Neutronic Section

Node 1-25 of Channel 1 119279 119578 300

Node 1-25 of Channel 2 119579 119878 300

Node 1-25 of Channel 350 223979 224278 300

Table B.6: MATSTAB Numbering Scheme in the Matrix As for Forsmark 3
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Appendix C

Input / Output of MATSTAB

C.l Screen Output of MATSTAB

Command :

MATALAB» matstab f2/f2_moc_14.dat

Output :

Plant: f2 File: /matlab/matstab/input/f2/f2_moc_14.dat
Ramona file: /matlab/matstab/input/f2/parameter.inp
Power-Void Iteration:

It. nr Rel. Err. neu Rel. Err. th Keff

1 -0.06152 -0.99974 0.99875

2 0.04869 -0.10821 0.99959

3 -0.00960 0.01933 0.99954

4 0.00376 -0.00392 0.99956

keff: 0.99956

Input preparation CPU-time: 134.09 s

Input preparation Real time: 145.2023 s

It.# dr freq. toi

0..5416 0 .4319 2.,29477e--10

0..5314 0 .4251 6.,52154e--12

0..5388 0 .4249 3.,72006e--12

0..5388 0 .4249 3.,72006e--12

0..5405 0 .4253 1.,93813e--11

0..5405 0 .4253 1.,93813e--11
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Eigenvalue calculation for Harmonics no. 1:

It.# dr freq. toi

0 4292 0 4009 1 06655e--09

0 4352 0 3948 9 05887e--10

0 4645 0 3952 8 22336e--10

0 4645 0 3952 8 22336e--10

0 4798 0 3979 2 37738e--10

0 4777 0 3996 1 01786e--10

0 4728 0 4000 5 57586e--11

0 4728 0 4000 5 57586e--11

Total CPU-time: 656.98 s

Total Real time: 670.9491 s

C.2 MATSTAB Input Desk for Leibstadt

* MATSTAB MODEL 0F LEIBSTADT *

* BWR CORE STABILITY ANALYSIS *

DEFAULT CALCULATION OPTIONS

save_all = 1;

left_eig = 1;

Harmonics= 2;

lam =-0.1+2.8i

tol_pv = le-2;

tol_th = 5e-3;

tol_neu = le-3;

tolnewt = le-10;

opt = 'short';

no_core = 0;

Controls whether everything is saved or not

Calcualting the left eigenvector

Controls the nr of harmonics calculated

Eigenvalue

Tolerance on power-void iteration

Tolerance on T/H steady-state solution

Tolerance on neutronic steady-state solution

Tolerance on eigenvalue calculation

Printing option for eigenvalue calculation

No ex_core components

CONTROL PARAMETERS

110000 17 300 000 200 230 00101

GEOMETRY N DH VHI/VH0

D0WNC0MER1

210000 6 10.33 5.073 1.16 -0.0
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420000 0.1408 0.0889 0..0830 0..0902 0..0938 0..1551 0..1452

420000 0.0704 0.0113 0..0098 0..0770 0..1635 0..1223 0..0137

420000 -0.0106 0.1310 0..1554 0..0668 0..0019 0..0151 0..0655

420000 0.1551 0.1287 0..0071 0..0068 0..1279 0..1325 0..0074

420000 0.0068 0.1325 0..1279 0..0068 0..0074 0..1287 0..1551

420000 0.0068 0.0071 0..1554 0..0655 0..0668 0..1310 0..0151

420000 0.0019 0.1223 0..1635 -0..0106 0..0137 0..1452 0..0770

420000 0.0704 0.1551 0..0098 0..0113 0..1408 0..0938 0..0889

420000 0.0902

(BE(I),I=

0.0830

= 1,NBE)

430000 0.0306 0.0220 0..0247 0..0246 0..0214 0..0298 0..0269

430000 0.0291 -0.0130 -0..0319 0..0276 0..0283 0..0318 0..0155

430000 0.0814 0.0324 0..0273 0..0321 -0..0566 0..0134 0..0320

430000 0.0269 0.0306 -0..0412 -0..0369 0..0303 0..0300 -0..0252

430000 -0.0389 0.0300 0..0303 -0..0389 -0..0252 0..0360 0..0269

430000 -0.0369 -0.0412 0..0273 0..0320 0..0320 0..0324 0..0134

430000 -0.0566 0.0318 0..0283 0..0814 0..0155 0..0269 0..0276

430000 0.0291 0.0298 -0..0319 -0..0130 0..0306 0..0214 0..0220

430000 0.0246 0.0247

KINETIC PARAMETERS

cycl 7

490000

NG VEL1 VEL2

6 1.7457E+7 3.9401E+05

(B(I),1=1,NG)

491000 0.1555E-3 1.1825E-3 1.0573E-3

2.1438E-3 0.7703E-3 0.2674E-3

(AL(I),I=1,NG)

492000 0.0124 0.0305 0.111 0.301 1.14 3.01

499000 2.835181e-03 -4.514440e-05 4.783549e-07

5.814993e-05 -6.998074e-05

********** THERMAL HYDRAULIC MODEL ***************

500000 1.9

(CSS(I),I=1,4)

0.25 0.9 0.147
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BOILING MODEL

(CPB(I),I=1,3) CRT(l)

(Martinelli-Nelson)

501000 5.0E+6 4.0E+7 0.0 2400

FUEL PIN MODEL

NRODS RCA DRCA

520001 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520002 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520003 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520004 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520005 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520006 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520007 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520008 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520009 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520010 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520011 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520012 72 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520013 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520014 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520015 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520016 62 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520017 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520018 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520019 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520020 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520021 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520022 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520023 60 0..006135 8.
.
1E-4

520024 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520025 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520026 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520027 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520028 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520029 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520030 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520031 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520032 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520033 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520034 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520035 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520036 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520037 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520038 96 0..004810 6..3E-4
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520039 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520040 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520041 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520042 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520043 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520044 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520045 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520046 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520047 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520048 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520049 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520050 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520051 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520052 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520053 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520054 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520055 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520056 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520057 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520058 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

520059 96 0..004810 6..3E-4

Data from ABB Report NTD 94-350

El E2 RLCA GCAMAX GC40 GC41 GC42

521001 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521002 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521003 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521004 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521005 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521006 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521007 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521008 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521009 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521010 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521011 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521012 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521013 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521014 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521015 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521016 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521017 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521018 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521019 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.

.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521020 10 .0507 2.
.
1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3
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521021 10..0507 2.•1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.
.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521022 10..0507 2.•1196E--3 16..0 21000 3..8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521023 10..0507 2.•1196E--3 16..0 21000 3.
.
8489E+3 -3..1009 5.•7648E--3

521024 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521025 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521026 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521027 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521028 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521029 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521030 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521031 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521032 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521033 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521034 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521035 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521036 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521037 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521038 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521039 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521040 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521041 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521042 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521043 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521044 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521045 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521046 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521047 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521048 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521049 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521050 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521051 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521052 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521053 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521054 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521055 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521056 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521057 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521058 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

521059 9..9802 2.
.
1292E--3 16..0 20000 4..9439E+3 -2..0730 6.•2922E--3

522000 0.23709E+7 0.26470E+4 -0.28373E+1

0.12498E-2 -0.12066E-6 0.20301E+7

523000

MM MMC

4 2
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PUMP MODEL

IPUMP IJPUMP

540000 3 20

JET PUMP PARAMETERS

IDRL ANOZ ASCT ATHR RKDR RKSCT RJJP

542000 2 0.00323 0.01764 0.02087 0.0845 0.0006689 639.

IFLOWP IDISTP

547000 0 1

PUMPNR PINERT FLOWR HEADR DENSR TORQHR PDIFFL

547100 155.5 808.6 2.37 192 755 25127 -2.605

HOMOLOGOUS PUMP CURVES (from TRAC input)

KHS1... XHS1(1,6)...q/w
547211 10 -.480 -.40 -.30 -.20 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

KHS1 HEADS1 h/w**2

547212 10 1.37 1.33 1.27 1.24 1.22 1.20 1.17 1.14 1.08 1.0

KHS2 XHS2(k)...w/q
547213 10 -.40 -.275 -.10 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0

KHS2 HEADS2...h/q**2
547214 10 -0.38 -0.40 -0.38 -0.35 -0.32 -0.20 -0.14 0 0.545 1.0

KTS1 XTS1(K),K=1,KTS1...q/w
547231 9-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 1.0

KTS1 TORQSl(K), K=l,KTS1...beta/w**2

547232 9 0.49 0.54 0.59 0.65 0.77 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.87

KTS2 XTS2(K), K=1,KTS2 w/q
547233 9 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.95 1.0

KTS2 T0RQS2(K), K=1,KTS2 beta/q**2
547234 9 -.31 -.15 -.02 -.220 0.460 0.710 0.810 0.850 0.870

BIPUMP B2PUMP B3PUMP 0MEG1P 0MEG2P

547300 0.486 8.05 25.6 1.6E-4 4.7
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PSLIPM PTORQM

547400 0.07 10000

RLAD WDR

548100 57.4 3654

STEAM SEPARATOR

NSEP ASEP HSEP RLEFFO

550000 261 12.81 2.29 120.

POWER GENERATION +++ modified from 3.7% to 2%

580000 0.02 0.01 200.27375

581000 0.02 0.02 l.E+11 1.0 0. 0.0
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Nomenclature

General

DR Decay ratio, see equation (2.26), page 17

X Eigenvalue, see equation (2.15), page 15

nu Number of state variables leading to algebraic equations, page 12

nx Number of state variables leading to differential equations, page 12

co Imaginary part of the eigenvalue, page 16

G Real part of the eigenvalue, page 16

x Time, page 12

u State variable that leads to algebraic equations, see equation (2.3), page 13

x State variable that leads to differential equations, see equation (2.3), page 13

T Transpose operator, page 52

Matrices

Ax Stability contribution matrix, page 63

As Matrix describing the linearized system, see equation (2.12), page 14

B Diagonal matrix, distinguishing differential and algebraic variables, page 36

E Matrix with the right eigenvectors as columns, page 15

F Matrix with the left eigenvectors as columns, page 15

L Lower triangular matrix, page 38

U Upper triangular matrix, page 38

Neutronics

ß Total fraction of delayed neutrons, page 134
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C Precursor density, page 134

D\ Fast diffusion constant, page 134

H(xi,x2) Decay heat due between Xi and X2, page 140

J Neutron current, page 135

K Total energy released per fission, 3.204e~nj, page 140

Xm Decay constant of delayed group d, page 138

Vi, V2 Number of neutrons generated per fission, page 135

cpxcp2 Cell averaged neutron flux, page 134

q'" Volumetric heat generation rate (from nuclear fission and decay), page 139

Eai,Ea2 Absorption cross sections, page 134

£r Scattering cross section from group 1 to 2, page 134

Eyi,E/2 Fission cross sections, page 134

V\, V2 Neutron velocity of energy group 1,2, page 134

X Neutronic coupling coefficient, page 136

Y Neutronic coupling coefficient, page 136

Subscripts/Superscripts

c Cladding, page 141

f Fuel, page 141

fl Fluid, page 153

FW Feedwater, page 147

g Saturated vapour, page 146

gp Gap between pellet and cladding, page 141

j Channel number, page 150

JT Jet pump, page 150

1 Liquid, page 146

lb Liquid in bypass, page 153

m Two phase mixture, page 146

sat Saturation, page 147
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SL Steam line, page 147

w Wall, page 146

Thermal Conduction

c Specific heat capacity, page 141

Mc Number of cladding zones, page 142

Mf Number of fuel zones, page 142

Rf Fuel radius, page 141

t Node averaged temperature, page 142

tft, Temperature of the fuel in zone i, page 141

Thermal-Hydraulics

a Vapor void fraction, page 152

A Cross sectional area, page 146

Ac Cross sectional area of flow channel c, page 145

cj User defined coefficient, page 152

cPti Specific heat capacity (of the liquid) at constant pressure, page 149

d„ Hydraulic diameter, page 146

fi Single phase Darcy friction factor, page 146

T Vapor generation rate, page 153

Gm Mass flux, page 146

gz Gravity constant, page 146

hc Convective heat transfer coefficient, page 153

hfg Enthalpy of evaporation, page 149

hg Enthalpy of vapor, page 149

hi Enthalpy of liquid, page 149

jm Mixture volumetric flux, page 146

L, Length of segment i, page 149

M Momentum of coolant along a closed contour, page 150

m Mass, page 151
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O Two phase friction multiplier, page 151

P Pressure, page 147

Psyst System pressure, page 147

q'w Linear heat generation rate, page 153

Pf Density of saturated liquid, page 147

pg Density of saturated vapor, page 147

p/ Density of subcooled and super-heated liquid, page 147

pm Mixture density, page 147

tsat Saturation temperature, page 147

S Slip, page 152

ti Temperature of the liquid, page 153

tw Temperature of the cladding surface, page 153

ug Specific internal energy of saturated vapor, page 149

ui Specific internal energy of liquid, page 149

V Volume of the node, page 151

Wg Mass flow rate of the gas, page 152

wg Phasic velocity of the gas, page 152

Wi Mass flow rate of the liquid, page 152

wi Phasic velocity of the liquid, page 152

t, Heated perimeter, page 150

Çi;2 Form loss coefficient, page 149

Vectors

e Right eigenvector, page 15

f Left eigenvector, page 15

f System function of state variables x, see equation (2.1), page 12

g System function of state variables u, see equation (2.2), page 12

u State variables that lead to algebraic equations, see equation (2.1), page 12

x State variables that lead to differential equations, see equation (2.1), page 12
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1^ energy groups, 30

algebraic equations, 12

algorithms

ARNOLDI, 36

conjugate gradients, 42

global mode, 51

inverse iteration, 45, 46

LANCZOS, 36

left eigenvector, 55

LU decomposition, 37

Newton's method, 46, 47

power method, 44

regional mode, 55

right eigenvector, 51

ARMA/ARMAX, 9, 98

ARPACK, 36

Blomstrand, Jan, 125, 183

BWR6, 25

bypass, 27

cladding, 142

conjugate gradients, 37, 40

core, 27

unstable, 73, 76

decay ratio, 17

contribution to, 62

representation as a product, 64

delayed neutrons, 30, 134

differential equations, 7

distribution file, 18

Doppler effect, 32

downcomer, 27

dynamical system, 12

eigenvalue, 7, 15, 36

calculation, 21

contribution of equations, 83

contribution of fuel assemblies, 67

contribution of model sections, 65

contribution of variables, 83

contribution to, 62

cumulative contribution, 85

dominating, 16, 17

generalized, 15, 36

representation as a sum, 63

specific, 43

eigenvalue problem

complex, 36

generalized, 36

non-symmetric, 36

sparse, 36

very large, 36

eigenvector, 15, 36

left, 15, 61

left, calculation of, 51

right, 15, 60

right, calculation of, 51

specific, 43

equations

algebraic, 14

differential, 14

ETH

contribution, 10

feedback loop, 24

simplified, 2

flow distribution model, 88

Forsmark, 25

contribution, 9

measurements, 99

frequency domain, 7

representation, 12

fuel design, 9
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gas gap, 141

Gaussian elimination, 37

global mode, 50

iterative methods, 21

jet pumps, 25

Lansâker, Par, 9, 183

Laplace transformation, 9

LAPUR, 6

Leibstadt, 3, 25

contribution, 9

linearization, 12

neutron kinetics, 139

numerical, 157

power generation, 140

thermal conduction, 144

thermal-hydraulics, 154

linearized system, 7

Linux, 18

lower plenum, 27

LPRM, 73, 97

LU decomposition, 37

March-Leuba, José, 5

master file, 18

MATLAB, 10

matrix

sparse, 15, 36

subspaces, 47

MATSTAB

displaying results, 58

global mode, 51

input, 18, 165

main iteration, 51

model, 24

nodalization scheme, 25

numbering scheme, 159

objectives, 9

output, 165

platforms, 18

prediction accuracy, 97, 126

project start, 9

regional mode, 55

sensitivity analysis, 92

starting guess, 50

structure, 18

validation, 96

measurements

database, 58

Forsmark, 96, 99

Forsmark 1, 99

Forsmark 2, 106

Forsmark 3, 112

inlet flow, 76

Leibstadt, 96,120

Leibstadt 1990, 58, 125

Leibstadt 1993, 70, 76, 90, 120
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